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PREl<JIC8 

In m.any modern organizations, the nature of the activities and goals 

of the organization a.nd the numb~r of technical personnel employed may 

dictate that many management positions be filled by engineers. The engi

n~er's education and work experience may not be adequate preparation for 

effective performance as a manager. 

The purpose of this study is to provide a basis for designing a pro

gram to develop engineers into managers. In addition to identifying and 

measuring specific deficiencies in ability that may be produced by this 

transition, an attempt will be made to discov~r the average engineer's 

moti v~.tion and career goals with respect to management. Research for the 

study was conducted at the tiiational Aeronautics and Space .t'ldministration 1 s 

l'!anned Spacecraft Cl'nter, using a questionnair!') mailed to a sampl~ of 

NJ\SA enp.:ineers. 

The study was undertaken as part of the Resident Research Fellowship 

Program co-sponsored by the Lanned Spacecraft Center and the Oklahoma 

State University College of Business. 'l'he author wishes to acknowledge 

the interest and cooperation of Richard Stephens, Roger Jenkin, Stanley 

Goldstein, Claiborne Hicks, and others at the t!Ianned Spacecraft Center 

Hho Here helpful in conducting the research of this study. llppreciation 

is also expressed to the 200 r-sc enp:ineers >-rho contributed to the study 

by completing questionnaires. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In a study which has as its purpose determining ~ngineers' quali

fications as managers and id~ntifying their specific needs for improve

ment in management skills, a logical first step would be to define 

w~nagement and determin~ what knowledg~ and abilities are requisite to 

effective ma.nagement. A review of some of th~ literature on the activi

ties and characteristics of managers produces, however, a wide range 

of statements concerning what managers do and what qualifications or 

abilities are necessary to succeed or be effective as a manager. Those 

few generalizations which can be made are of little use in answering 

questions about a specific organization or group of managers. 'I'he diver

sity found in the literature may indeed be an indication that generali

zations in these areas cannot be very useful beyond the particular 

organization or managers studied. 

<Jhile this study wishes to recognize the need for more research on 

the activities and qualifications of effective managers, it in effect 

jumps over these unanswered questions and attempts to compensate by 

seeking answers only for th~ particular organization that is studied. 

This is done in a.n effort to provide one organization with some useful 

answers to a question of increasing importance to many organizations: 

how to best prepare a technically trainl"d man for a management position. 

1 
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Both experienc~ and intuition indicate that the individual with an 

engineering education and background m~y have some deficiencies in terms 

of the skills and knowledge needed to be an effective manager. The 

transition from engineering to management involves a change from prob

lems that can usually be solved by quantitative methods to problems 

that almost invariably contain some qualitative factors, and a change 

from primarily individual responsibility to responsibility for others' 

efforts and a greater need for interaction with others. Very little has 

been done in identifying and measuring the deficiencies produced by 

these transitions, and the resulting needs for development. 

To the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's r!::anned 

Spacecraft Center, these questions are of particular significance for it 

is inevitable that a large portion of the management jobs in this organ

ization will be filled by individuals with engineering education and 

technical experience. At the time of this study, the .Nanned Spacecraft 

Center employed approximately 2300 persons in engineering jobs, and of 

these, about 65 percent had bachelor's d~grees in engineering fields. 1 

These figures, representing a large fraction of the Center's total 

employment, and the technical nature of many management jobs at Y~C 

indicate that a large number of management positions will continue to 

be occupied by engineers. 

Other factors also emphasize the need for developing management 

ability in these technical personnel. The fact that the i:,1anned Space

craft Center is a relatively young organization just beginning to 

experience the effects of its growth and aging, and the nature of the 

mission of HSC as both complex and changing point up the necessity of 

developing good managers for the coming years. 
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Th~ present pror.;ram for managl')ment development at hSC consists of 

a group of one- to two-week courses in communications skills and gen

eral manar.;~m~nt that are taught by either the Civil Service Commission 

or contractors. 2 Th~s~ courses are offered periodically and, with the 

exception of the courses in communications skills, are usually limited 

to sup~rvisors. Some efforts have b~en made at plannin~ for the devel

opJ11ent of groups of individuals within some organizational units, but 

in general there is no comprehensive plan for developing management 

ability in engineers. In many cases, participation in courses is deter

mined more by the individual's expected work load than his need for 

training. 

The requirements for developing technical personnel into managers 

and the present status of man~.gement training at the Eanned Spacecraft 

Center have indicated a need for an objective basis for determining 

the content of manap;em ... nt education to be offerl'ld and the structure of 

programs to be used for developing future managers. It is hoped that 

this study will provide such a basis. 

Purpose 

The primary purpose of this research project was to determine 

what the average engineer at the Fanned Spacecraft Center lacks in abil

j_ties and knowledge required to be an effective manaP,:er. 1\ secondary 

objective was to determine specifically what management training and 

development should b~ used to reduce these deficiencies and to whom it 

should be applied. 

1.'orking toward these objectives required that several other qU!"!S

tions be answered. First, what knowledge and abilities are required to 
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be a manap:er at th~ j'-~anned Spacecraft Center, and which of these are 

most important? Second, what is the deficiency of the avera~e engineer 

in each of these areas? Third, what are engineers' attitudes towards a 

mana~ement career? Fourth, when do they develop these attitudes and 

Hhy? 

'I'wo aspects of these objectives require some clarification. First, 

as noted above, the role and activities of manar,ement may vary 1~dely 

between organizations. Thus, the results and recommendations of this 

study ~~11 have applicability to engineers in other organizations to the 

extent that the role and activities of management and the type of engi

net:>:r brought into the organization are similar to those of the organi

zation being studied here. Second, by answering th!": above questions 

for the average engineer, it is not intended that management dev~lop

ment should includ~ all engineers. Development must be an individual 

process, and once broad programs ar~ established, engineers' needs 

within this framework should be determined individually. 'l'he purpose 

of this study is to provide a basis for the content and priorities of a 

total program Hhich will mMt the needs of most individuals. 

Scope 

The scope and limitations of this research project can b~ d~fined 

and expl~,ined by the following statements: 

1. The p:roup studied consists primarily of persons "r:i th both 

engineering education and engin~ering w-ork experience. 

2. The type of m01.nagement emphasized in the study is management 

of technical personnel working toward primarily technical goals. 

3. Althou~h its primary research emphasis is on the content of a 
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formal manag~ment ~ducation program, the study is int~nded to encompass 

the total scope of methods used to improve the ability of manafers or 

potential managl'!rs. 'J'he \vord ndev!"loprrH'nt" is used in the title of the 

rE'lport to indicate the inclusion of both the formal and informal methods 

that may be us,o,d. In th~ literaturl", the words 11 "'ducation11
, 

11 training 11
, 

and 11 d~velopment 11 , are often use·d lrlth slir;htly different meanings, but 

are also used interchangeably in JP~ny cases. In this report, whether 

the '"ords ntrainingn, · "educationn, or "development 11
, or combinations are 

used, the intent is to includ<"' all aspects of improving manap;ers' per-

formanc~. 

The study encompass,~s both educational needs and attitudes. 

If the premise is adoptr>d that motivation must preceed effective learn-

ing, them the objectives of the study require that an effort be made to 

determine how many engineers are motivated to ent<'!r management careers. 

5. 'J'h~ management abilities of engineers ar~ studied in absolute 

te!'J11s, i. p,. , the- enr;inN·r is compared to the theori'Oltical "good manager". 

\;o att,~mpt is made to compare the managem,~nt deficil"!nCil'\S of engineers 

to thos~ of prospt"!ctiv~ r.umagf~rs of other r·ducational backgrounds, 

•tlthough the rt>sults of tht~ study may hav<') some implications for such 

a comparative study. 

6. The study focuses primarily on manag~ment abilities to which 

education and training can be related. It is not a study of personality 

traits, nor is it intended tc provide a basis for selecting or identi-

fying potential managers. Instead, the emphasis is on what should be 

don~ to improve th,~ ability of the individual 1,rho has been sele;cted. 

7. 'l'he study has the lixnitations inherl'nt in any proje:ct which 

deals with th~ measurem~nt of human b~havior. It should thus be real-
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ized that a pro,j~ct ••hich :otttempts to identify and xneasure variables in 

th~ ar~a of m~naEement has at its outset severe limitations in objec

tivity. In addition, the limitation of time (four months) was ~- signi

ficant consideration in determining the amount and type of rt'lsearch 

that could b~ done. 

P. The primary method of research for the project toJ"as a question

nairr:>: circulated to 330 engineers employed by h'i'tSA ~.t the Eanned Space

craft Center. Other methods used includl"!d a literature search, inter

views, observation of some present management training courses, and 

presentation of preliminary results and discussion of these results with 

manap:ement. 

Plan of Development 

Including this introductory chapter, the report is presented in 

six chapt0rs. Chapter II Hill sunlll1arizt! the literature that \.vas re:

viei-ve-d as applicabll'l to the purpose of this project, with emphasis on 

previous studit'ls of thf: educational needs of engineers. Chapter III on 

methodology covers sel,..,ction of the survey questionnaire as the primary 

method of rl"'search for tht'! project, the d~sign :md rationale of the 

que"stionnaire, and the sampling procedure used. 

Because it is felt that there is a significant need for more re

search in this area and thus that the most significant contribution of 

this project may be its possible value to future studies in the area, 

considerable space is devoted to discussion of the methodology used in 

the study. 

In Chapter IV, the major results of the questionnairl"l survey vr.ill 

be presented, and possible reasons for and implications of these results 
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wi.ll be giv("n. Finally, in Chapters V and VI, conclusions will be drav-m 

from the r~search that has been done and recommendations will be made 

where applicable. Th~ chapter on conclusions is intended to be some

,,;hat more appli.cable to engineers in general than the recommendations 

chapter, which is presented primarily in terms of management training 

at the Nanned Spacecraft Center. 



FOOTNOTES 

1'I'o"Ul.l figure is for persons with 70,000 series NASA job codes, 
from personnel file, February, 1968; percentage with engineering degrees 
~stimated from sample. 

2For a complete list of courses now offered, see .Appendix ll, p. 81. 
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CHAP'l'ER II 

111'EHJ\ TUR.;:; SURV~;y 

Qualifications for ;c;ffective I:anagernent 

As pointed out above, the basis of this research project should 

logically be an 1.mderstandins; of 1-;rhat managers do and what knm-Jledge 

and skills are needed to perform as managers. 'l'he literature contains 

an alrnost unlirni ted nvmb<?Jr of different lists and classification sys-

ter,ls for 1vhat supervisors, 111.ana.gers, or executives mt:st be, rmst do, or 

r1list knm·r. l1 fe1,r exar>J.ples should illustrate the diversity vJhich is 

found. 

One author lists a total of more than 30 desirable characteristics 

under the following catep;ories: personal traits, mental capacities, 

social skill, physical attributes, and attitudes.1 Another list in

cludes leadership, courage, judgment, i~gination, integrity, general 

and specialized knowledge, depth of interest, and a desire to get the 

job done. 2 A third list vlhich focuses more on skills than personality 

traits lists these skills: reading, general cmmnunications, human rela

tions, interviewing, counseling, working ~~th groups, and delegation.3 

In addition to these and many other lists of characteristics or quali

fications for good managers, there are the textbook definitions of man

agement as planning, organizing, directing, and controlling, or as 

accomplishing things through other people. 

9 
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/llthoup;h th<"'r~" is c~rtainly a n~~d for mor~ research and mor"" ob

jectiv~ answers to qu~stions in these areas, the seeming confusion about 

qualifications of m;magers is not totally the result of a lack of know

ledge. Fethods of classifying and d!"'fining the job of manager will 

necessarily vary with their purpose, and r~'sults of studies will vary 

depending on th!"' specific types of organization or managers studied. 

'The value of the dl"scr:iption of management used in this study should 

th~n be det""rmined by its applicability to the peopl"l and organization 

b~"ing studil"d and its appropriateness for thl!' purpose of determining 

management traininF requirements. The list of areas of managerial 

a.bili ty and knowl("dg<" used in the projl"ct was designed with thl'\ various 

lists offered by the literature as a background, and with applicability 

to specific education and training arfl')as and to the ~;sc organization as 

its goals. 

Engineers as Hanagers 

Although th"'lre is a !!re~.t deal of material availablt" on such topics 

as the management of en!!ineers and scientists, the relationships of engi

nl"ers to manag~"ment, the behavior of professionals in organizations, 

and the car,..er development of engineers and sci,mtists, much of which 

indirectly relates to this study, relatively little has been written on 

the specific topic of developin~ "'ngin,..ers into managers. 

The f("w articles that hav('> been writtl"n on this subject cite littll"! 

~~videnc"' other than casual observation and experi,..nce. However, a. f,..w 

obst"'rvations appear r~"p..-att'Cdly and may thus b!" worth considerinf. Thl" 

most coml110n stateml!'nt found is that the enginel"rs 1 background of scien

tific rn~thod and '!'mphasis on ,..xactness and a detailed, quantitative 
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decision makin~ process may hind~r him in d~aling with the subj~ctive 

asp~cts of many d~cisions and in working with people.4 It is generally 

ar--reed that, to become a good manaP,er, the average engineer must be re

oriented from working with things to cwrking with people and must learn 

to make managerial decisions. It has also been pointed out, however, 

that engineers are in somF> aspects well-qualified as managers. Their 

training in handling problems objectively can be an asset if they 

realize that there is often a compromise between exactness and tirne. 

And as professionals, they have the sense of integrity that is often 

considered essential to being a good manager.5 

As for the engineers's motivation to become a manaF-er, it has been 

stated that the college student today is in many cases attracted to an 

engineering career because of the promise of prestige, money, and pro

fessional achievPment.6 These motives are not incompatible with the 

re1.vards offered by management careers, so there is reason to believe 

that many engineers may be motivated toward management careers. 

These generalizations which can be made about the relatively sMall 

amount of 1-rork done in evaluating th8 engineer's qualifications as a 

mana.»:er havP been helpful as background material for this study, but 

unfortunately have been of little value in answering the more specific 

questions posed by the study. 

F ana.gement 1'ra.ining and Development 

A great many books and articles have been written on the subject of 

developing managerial ability, and a great many programs and methods, 

both formal and informal, have been and are used by organizations to 

improve the quality of mana~ement. At this point in the relatively 
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short history of formalized management development, it has not been 

shown that there is any one best method of improving management ability. 

For many types of training and development, in fact, there has been no 

positive proof that improvement results. These facts are at least par

tially the result of difficulties of measurement, but they demonstrate 

that methods to be used are largely dependent on individual situations, 

and that in many cases the benefits to be realized from the resources 

allocated to training may not be subject to measurement. 

The various methods of development can be classified as those used 

on the job while the individual is engaged in productive t.:rork, and thosP 

used t..rhile he is a1-ray from the job. The most common method of on-the

job development is the conscious development of an individual by his 

superior by coaching, varying assignments, and encouraging the subordi

nate's self-development. Other on-the-job methods include job rotation, 

special projects, and committee assignments. 

!':ethods of development used away from the job include full-time or 

part-time university work, short courses, role playing, sensitivity 

training, lectures, special meetings, and numerous other techniques. 

University work and short courses taught either by the organization or 

an outside concern are probably the most common. 

One author notes that there is a trend away from the use of formal 

management development programs and toward more emphasis on giving line 

managers the responsibility for developing their subordinates, as com

panies discover that some aspects of management may be tauiTht better by 

this method than by formal education programs.? It would appear that 

the best program for improving management ability would not exclude 

either type of development. There should be both an emphasis on the 
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dcvelop!rtent which can be produced on the job through the supervisor's 

guidance and an availability of educational opportunities. In an orga

nization like the !Y~anned Spacecraft Center in 1-vhich schedules and dead

lines often preclude taking time a1·Tay fro!'l the ,job for training, an 

emphasis on conscious efforts by managers at developing subordinates 

while on the job seems imperative if the quality and effectiveness of 

future manap:ers is to be increased. 

In designi.nt; a program of formal education to be used, the results 

of research on learning can provide valuable euidelines. A great amount 

has been learned in this area, and much of it has implications for the 

design of a short course program such as that offered at the Hanned 

Spacecraft Center. The authors of one book on executive development 

list several principles for development that are based on what is known 

about learning. Three of these principles seem especially applicable 

to the structure of the present 1-ffiC program and will thus be cited here 

,-,,,-·i th some additional cormnents: 

1. Learning takes place more rapidly when one expects to use the 

results of the learning. 

2. The plan for learning should take into account present knowledge 

and skill. 

3. For learning that requires practice, some distribution of prac

tice is better than rr~ssed practice. 8 

The first of these principles emphasized the :i.mportance of motiva

ti.on to learning. It implies that no attempt should be made to develop 

into managers those engineers 1vho are not motivated to become managers. 

It also implies that training v.rill be more successful if the people 

involved are shown l'rhy they need to learn and ho-v1 they will be able to 
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use what they learn. The second principle indicates that courses 

should be made more applicable to the organization for which they are 

taught and that their design must consider the educational background 

and the present knowledge of the average engineer. The third statement 

might seem to have little applicability to management training courses 

where little actual "practice" is involved. Hmv-ever, the research on 

which this principle is based may also be applicable to situations in 

which a large amount of material is presented in a relatively short time. 

Thus, 40 hours of instruction in management theory and skills might be 

more pffective if distributed over several weeks than if massed into 

five consecutive eight-hour days. Of course, economic considerations 

would be important in determining whether this method would be practical. 

Educational Needs of Engineers 

Previous studies have dealt with the broad educational needs of 

engineers rather than specific management training needs and have had 

the purpose of making recommendations for future engineering curricula 

or determining broad needs for continuing education. These studies are 

of little value when determining specific needs for management education, 

but are helpfUl in providing some perspective. Applicable to the purpose 

of this study are three recent studies conducted by Dubin and Marlow of 

Pennsylvania State University.9 by the Joint EC/IC-RWI (Sngineering 

College Administration Council and Relations ~nth Industry) Divisions of 

the American Society for Engineering Education,1° and by the Goals 

Study Committee of the American Society for Engineering Education.11 

These studies included questionnaire responses from approximately 2000, 

3000, and 4000 engineers, respectively. 
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'The first two of these studies focus on engineers' self-perceived 

needs for continued education, asking whether the respondent "should 

have or could use" or 11feels a need for" further traininr; in particular 

subjects, while the Goals Study Committee's study asked for the engineer's 

opinion as to whether various subjects should be included in future en

gineering curricula, whether the individual had received any formal 

training in the subject, and how often the subject was used in his work. 

The Goals Study report is difficult to compare to the other two 

studies because of these differences in methodolo~y and differences in 

the lists of courses used. The Goals Study questionnaire used a list of 

h4 subjects, 12 of which could be considered non-engineering subjects. 

Four of these subjects are of particular interest to this project. nrn

dustrial management,!' was recoMmended for future use in engineering 

curricula by 78 percent of the respondents, ranking it 30th among the 

44 subjects. However, the 51 percent who had not received formal train

ing in industrial management, but recommended it for future use, was the 

largest figure for any of the subjects. A course in speech was ranked 

6th, recommended by 96 percent. l£nglish composition was ranked 3rd, with 

99 percent recorr~ending, and economics ranked 20th with 89 percent. 

In the ECJiC-RWI sutdy a list of 123 subjects was used. These sub

jects were ~athered into 10 academic areas, six of which were engineer

ing and science areas. In this study, "manap;ement practices" 1-ras the 

most popular subject for further study, being selected by 65 percent of 

the respondents. Courses in the areas of communications and mana.-.;ement 

111ade up 8 of the 10 subjects perceived as most needed. Included among 

these 1.\rere "technical v.rri ting:n ( 6h percent), "public speakingll ( 60 per

cent) , n1oJ0rkinp.: vJi th individuals" (57 percent) , "working vJi th groups" 



(55 percent), "speed reading;" (51~. percent), 11 talking with people" 

(53 percent), and "business practicesn (51 percent). 

16 

In the Pennsylvania State University study, human relations and 

communications skills were perceived as the most important areas for 

further education. Seventy-six percent of the engineers desired courses 

in comJ1Junications skills. i~:conomics (63 percent) and management (56 

percent) were next. In this and the 0CAC-Rw~ study, engineers perceived 

their needs for further technical training as secondary to these areas. 

'l'hese three studies are consistent in indicating both that engi

neers are quite interested in management activities and that they feel 

a need for education and training in communications and other manar:ement 

skills. All three studies indicate a definite need for more training 

in communications skills, especially speech. In the Pennsylvania State 

and ECAC-K"i'I studies, engineers emphasize their preference for manage

ment training over technical training. The fact that technical training 

is ranked higher in the Goals Study report could be attributed to the 

fact that this study asked for recommendations for engineering curricula 

rather than self-perceived needs for further education. 
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CHil PT.ER III 

HETHODOLOGY 

'I'he use of a mailed questionnaire to a sample of Jl.·lSC engineers was 

decided upon as the primary method of gathering the data needed for the 

study ~dthin the ti~e available for research. A copy of this question

naire may be found in Appendix A. Since it is felt that any w~iled ques

tionnaire has some limitati.ons in objectivity, the alternative measure

ments that were considered will be discussed briefly. 

Selection of Rest~arch l\lethod 

Before the survey questionnaire vlas selected, several other sources 

of data were considered: performance evaluations, promotions, records 

of courses taken, testing, and personal interviews. The alternative of 

sampling files of evaluations of engineers' performance for indications 

of strengths and weaknesses in management ability was eliminated for 

several reasons. First, the type of performance evaluations used at 

tho I~anned Spacecraft Center are such that they would not have pro

vided rr:uch useful information about the skills and abilities that are 

of interest to this study. Second, as has been pointed out by Sayles,1 

the employee evaluation is at best still a very subjective method. 

Finally, even if these evaluations could have provided an objectivr 

r:easure of enp;ineers 1 · abilities, there ;.rould have remained the problem 

of determining the relative value and need for each of these abilities 

18 
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or areas of knowledge. 

A second available source of data was the record of management 

courses taken by individuals. These records could have been correlated 

with the employees' promotion records or performance evaluations. This 

method would have several shortcomings. First, since management train

ing courses are taken primarily at the employee's initiative at the 

r-~anned Spacecraft Center,2 a high correlation with promotions could have 

been expected, assuming that those who were motivated to educate them

selves in management skills were also more oriented toward advancing 

into management. Second, it was felt that promotions would not be a 

reliable indication of ability. 

The alternative of using tests to determine engineers' knowledge 

and aptitude in management is felt to be the most objective way of mea

suring engineers' abilities and potential as managers. If tests with 

demonstrated validity and reliability, designed to measure knowledge 

and skill in management areas, could be adwinistered to a group of 

engineers and to a control group consisting of managers who are judged 

by some criterion to be effective managers, it is felt that the differ

ences which could be noted ~~uld provide an objective and fairly reli

able indication of the management training needs of engineers. However, 

several considerations pointed to this method as an ideal measurement 

which r~y be applied at some future time rather than a method which was 

feasible in the present study. Tests are available to measure general 

intelligence, personality characteristics, motivation, and achievement 

in educational subject areas and occupations. A test has even been de

veloped to measure "proficient knowledbe11 of the :manager-supervisor 

occupation.3 Conceivably then, a batter.y of tests could be selected 
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to measure the ability of engineers as managers, with the possible ex

ception of a few aspects of management activity. However, in order to 

select the proper tests, one would first have to determine just what 

abilities and knowledge are required by the manager. In the present 

study this general method of measurement was rejected because of the 

difficulties r.rhich would be encountered, because of the lack of the 

necessary control group described above, and because of the time limi

tations of this research. 

The personal interview could have been used to gather essentially 

the same type of information as the questionnaire with the possible 

advantage of gaining a better understanding of responses and thus limit

ing the range of interpretations that would have to be made. However, 

due to time limitations, this method could not have been used to reach 

nearly as larp;e a sample as could be done -w-ith a mailed questionnaire 

nor could the same ranre of information have been gathered by a reason

ably short interview. 

It 1.ras thus decided to rely on the questionnaire as the primary 

method of research and to use a limited number of interviews to gain 

explanatory information. In addition to these methods, observations of 

present management trainin~ courses and presentation and discussion of 

questionnaire results "~ATith management served as supplementary sources 

of information for the report. 

The survey questionnaire used has the advantage of gathering a large 

amount of data from a large sample in a relatively short time. It also 

has the advantage of providing some measurement of the relative value of 

various areas of management activity so that conclusions can be based on 

both the engineer's ability in a particular area and the relative need 
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for proficiency in that area rather than on a simple measure of his abi

lity. The questionnaire has the disadvantage of being somewhat lacking 

in objectivity, as it relies on the individual's self-perception and 

his perceptions of his rruanagers. It is likely that neither of these 

perceptions represents reality precisely, but it will be argued that the 

use of both provides more reliable results than the use of either one 

alone. 

Development and Structure of Questionnaire 

Preli~~nary Design and Testing 

'The questionnaire used in this study w~s designed specifically for 

the problem at hand since no proven questionnaires were found which 

would furnish the data needed. An effort was made to acquire informa

tion on all questions within the project's scope using a single question

naire for all engineers, both supervisory and non-supervisory. A pre

liminary questionnaire was tested on engineers of three different 

supervisory levels, and improvements were made on the basis of suggestions 

from these engineers and from personnel concerned with management train

ing. A copy of the final questionnaire with summary results may be 

found in Appendix A. The structure and rationale of the various ques

tions included can be discussed under two categories: deficiencies in 

management ability, and career goals and attitudes. 

Determining Deficiencies in Eanagement Ability 

Jn identifying and measuring deficiencies in management ability, 

it was felt that conclusions should be based on the difference between 
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the individual's ability in a specific area and the ideal amount of 

ability required in this area. f\n example should illustrate the differ

ence between this approach and that of using only the first of these 

two measurements. Suppose that a study revealed that engineers ivere 

weakest in the area of written communication but were fair in their 

knov<ledge of operations research techniques. Using this knowledge, the 

conclusion would be that more training resources should be allocated to 

improving these engineers 1 1-n-i ting ability than to any other area. How

ever, if the same study had also indicated that these managers did very 

little writing but that quantitative decision making was the very 

essence of management in this organization, the implications for manage

ment training lvould be quite different. 

This reasoning lead to the use of section II of the questionnaire, 

which asks the respondent to indicate the relative importance of each of 

a list of management abilities. For the same list, he is then asked 

first to evah1.a te his o1vn ability and then the ability, in general, of 

his manaf,ers. It is felt that the difference between this ideal or 

importance rating and the engineers' ability is the best basis for deter

mining priorities for the allocation of training resources. 

The list itsAlf is intended to be as inclusive as possible of abi

lities required of managers at the Vanned Spacecraft Center, focusing on 

areas to which training can be related (as opposed to personality 

traits) , ~,rhile also considering the brevity and simplicity that are 

desirable in a mailed questionnaire. It no doubt excludes items found 

on other lists of abilities and knowledge required for effective manage

ment and includes others tha.t many lists do not include. 

Section IV, asking the respondent's opinion of his managers, •~as 
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included because of the desirability of having a check for the respond

ent's self-perceptions as an indication of training needs. Research has 

indicated that supervisors and subordinates often have different percep

tions. Jm example is 1fann' s finding that 76 percent of the foremen in 

an organization reported that they consult with their subordinates about 

job problems but that only 16 percent of the subordinates reported 

being consulted.4 In the present study, the average respondent's self

evaluation was about 10 percent higher than his evaluation of his mana

~ers. No precise state~ent can be made about the relationship of reality 

to these b;o evaluations, but logic v.rould seem to indica.te that it lies 

somewhere between the b'ITo. In dra-.dng conclusions from the questionnaire 

results, the average of those two evaluations 1'1Tas used. 

In addition to these three sections, section VII of the question

naire was also used to gather information on deficiencies in management 

ability. This part of the questionnaire asks the respondent to select 

from a list of educational subject areas those courses which could be 

of use in his 1-rork and in vThich he has a definite need for further 

training. 

DetPrmining Career Goals and Attitudes of Engimwrs 

To determine the needs of a. group of engineers for management 

training and make rocorrrrnendations for ma.nagoment development programs 

to be used, it was necPssary to attempt to discover the career goals 

and attitudes of the average engineer. Section V contains questions 

relating to the engineer's career goals •·rith respect to management and 

the reasons he perceives for his preference of either an engineering or 

a technical management career. The primary p;oals of this section of 



the questionnaire w·ere to determine whether the problem (~xists of moti

vating engineers to become managers and to discover engineers' reasons 

for wantinF, or not ~mnting to become managers. 

Section VI includes questions designed to measure the respondent's 

feelings about the role of management education and training in develop

ing managers. The respondents >ll'ere also asked to evaluate the management 

courses they had already taken and were asked for any suggestions re

garding the general purpose of the study. 

Selection of Sample 

Population 

It has been discussed above that one of the goals of this study was 

to make recommendations regarding the total population of engineers at 

the I·lanned Spacecraft Center. For this reason, it l-ras decided that the 

sample selected shou~d be representative of this total population. Using 

this strategy would also allow comparing the results from various sub-

groups, e.g., supervisors versus non-supervisors. 

The Nanned Spacecraft Center is organized into seven directorates, 

two program offices and four other offices. Those directorates and offices 

1-1hich contain engineers are listed at the top of the columns of Table I. 

To provide the information in Table I, a listinrr 1r1as obtained of all indi

viduals in engineering jobs at the Eanned Spacecraft Center as deterll".ined 

by their NilS;\ job code. This table sU1nrlarizes the numbers of engineers 

located in each n:ajor organizational tmi t by GS-levels 7 through 16. Il'or 

purposes of simplicity, four organizational units (Administration, l'·:edi

cal Research and Operations. Flight Safety, and Reliability and 



Tl1BLE I 

t'SC ENGINEERS ( 70,000 SERIES JOB CODES) BY 
GRJ\DE LE:VEL AND DIHECTORJ\TE OR OFFICE 

Directorate or Office Totals 

Engineering and Development 933 

Flight Operations 600 

Science and Applications 175 

?-"edical Research and Operations 26 

Flight CreH Operations 227 

Adr-:inistra tion Tl 

1\pollo Spacecraft Program Office 152 

l1pollo .Applications Program Office 55 

Flight Safety Office l~ 

Reliability and Quality Assurance Office 27 

GS Level 16 15 12 11 9 7 

Totals 27 211 390 6JJ 370 JOJ 225 12l~ 2273 
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Quality .Assurance) were eliminated from the population either because 

of their relatively small number of engineers or, in the case of Admini

stration, because most of the engineers in this directorate are concerned 

with maintenance of the Eanned Spacecraft Center. It was decided to use 

a stratified random sample of the resultant population with each of the 

hierarchical levels 7, 9, 11, 12, 13, 1h, 15, and 16 comprising astra

tum. This method of stratification was selected because of the expecta

tion that results would be more variabl8 among these levels than any 

other divisions which could be made • .Also, using this method, an effort 

could be made to control the size of the samples from each of these 

levels so that results from the various levels could be compared. 

Sample Size 

Having determined that the sample would be selected randomly and in 

proportion to the numbers of the total population in each of the levels 

GS-7 through 16, the only decision remaining was that of total sample 

size. In order to make a totally rational decision about sample size, 

some estimate must be made of the variability of the population. How

ever, since this research questionnaire contained a large number of 

diverse questions, including some subjective ones, no single 1neaningful 

measure of variability could be selected. Sample variances could have 

been calculated for individual items, but the number of subjects in

cluded in the pretest was not sufficiently large, and time prohibited 

using a larger scale pre-testing procedure. 

The sample size used >vas finally determined on the basis of the 

following considerations. First, the total sample size would be limited 

by the resources available for sampling, a significant consideration in 
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any sample size decision. The critical factor in this case was the time 

available for scoring, tabulating, and analyzing the completed question

naires, and it was estimated that no more than 200 could be handled. 

Second, a return percentage of from 50 to 60 percent of those question

naires mailed out was expected. Finally, a minimum sample of 30 was 

desired from each of the following five groups: GS-7 and 9; GS-11 and 

12; Gi:i-13: GS-1h; GS-15; and GS-16. (Examination of sampling tables 

reveals that increase in accuracy is relatively small beyond N=30.) 

Using these guidelines, a total sample of 330 was decided upon, divided 

as indicated in Table II. 

Sample Return and Reliability 

Of the 330 questionnaires mailed, 191 (58 percent) were returned in 

time to be included in the results of this study. The numbers received 

from each of the six organizational units included and from each of 

eight GS-levels are roughly proportional to the numbers in these same 

categories in the total population as shown in Table III. 

To provide an indication of the reliability of the resulting sample, 

variances were calculated for some of the questionnaire items. The most 

variable item found 1..-as item 1 in section II, the respondents 1 opinions 

of the relative importance of technical knowledge, which had a standard 

deviation of 2.03. One simple statement of the reliability of the re

sults for this particular item would be that one can be 95 percent con

fident that, if the entire population were surveyed, the resulting 

average score for this item would be 1..-ithin a range of .26 (on the 10 

point scale used) above and belov.r the average score given the item by 

the sample group. The least variable item found was item 7 in section 
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TABLE II 

Si\E.PLE SIZE FOR E.AILED QU.CS'I'IONN.iliRE 

GS Level Kulnber in Sample 

16 10 

15 I..;O 

1h 55 

13 80 

12 h5 

11 L~O 

9 30 

? 30 

Total 330 



TABLE III 

P2RCE:N'I'11GE: OF SJll:PLE VS. PERCSNTIIG;:; OF POPULJ\TimJ 
CONT.tHN2D IrJ VJIRIOUS CI.JISSIFICJ\TIOI\S 

Percentage* 
Directorate or Office of returned of 

29 

sample population 

G.3 LEwel 

Percentage'~ 

of returned 
sar1ple 

of 
population 

8ngineerin'~ and Development 

Flight Operations 

Science and Applications 

Flight Crew Operations 

l1pollo Spacecraft Program 

.1\pollo /1pplications Program 

15 1 -~ 
j 12 11 9 7 

2 12 1.5 2'+ 15 13 10 10 

1 9 17 23 16 13 10 (, 

55 

25 

3 

7 

3 

*percentages for sample do not add to 100 due to rounding 

10 

3 
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II, with a standard deviation of 1.17. Stated in the above tenas, one 

is 95 percent confident that the true population mean is within z.15 

points of the sample mean. 

In general, responses evaluating managers were more variable than 

those for self-evaluations, thus the results for self-perceptions are 

somewhat more statistically reliable. 1\lso, results for subgroups of 

the total sample will be less reliable than those for the entire sample. 

To s1nnmarize the reliability of the sample on which the conclusions 

of this report are based, it can first be stated that the structure of 

the resultant sample is representative of that of the total poptuation 

of engineers at the r~anned Spacecraft Center. Second, although a com

plete statistical analysis -v.ras not performed, the checks which were 

made indicate that the sample is large enough to statistically reliable 

in statements about the total population. 
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This chapter will discuss tho major results compiled from the 191 

questionnaires that -.;1ere returned. The discussion of these results will 

also reflect the intervie-vrs and other observations made during the re

search project. 

~"ost of the questionnaire responses have been broken down into 

results for supervisory engineers and non-supervisory engineers. These 

h1o p:roups have been further subdivided into a total of five groups as 

follo·Hs: Group 1, consistinr, of 2L~ individuals 1-Jith second and third 

level supervisory responsibility; Group 2, consisting of 39 individuals 

~nth first-line (or approximately equal) supervisory responsibility; 

Group 3, consisting of 41 non-supervisors, 35 GS-13 and 6 GS-14 1 s; 

Group Lr, consisting of h9 non-supervisory GS-11' s and 12' s; and Group 5, 

made up of Jf:, non-supervisory GS-7's and GS-9's. 

Table IV gives some additional descriptive data for these five 

groups. Since most recent graduates enter at the GS-7 or GS-9 levels, 

the progression from Group 5 to Group 1 can be viewed as the progres

sion from entr.f into the organization upvmrd to middle w..anagement by 

promotion from one group to the next. Group 3 has been in the organi

zation longer and is older than the next higher group, indicating that 

the GS-13 level may be a plateau beyond which engineers are not as 

likely to progress unless they move into management. 
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Group 
Numbccr ?:umber 

1 

2 

J 

"Q ),, 

'I'ABLE IV 

DSSCHIPTIOIJ OF SUB-GRCCPS USED II; ill:U\LYSIS 

Category 

Second and third level 
supervisors 

?irst-linc supervisors 

ton-supervisory, (~:3-13 

or above 

J::on-sllpervisory, G::.l-11 and 12 

]'ion-supervisory, CJ.S-7 and 9 

Average 
Age 

L;.O. 3 

35.0 

39.0 

29.5 

2.5.2 

33 

1\verage nuinber 
of years at l'-sc 

/ '>. 0 

h .c. 

5.0 

3.7 

1.1 



Since responses to section II are the basis for computine per

ceived deficiencies, results of this section w~ll be presented first 

to facilitate an understanding of the nature of the management job at 

the l'anned Spacecraft Center. The remaining questionnaire results will 

then be discussed under three headings: Perceived Deficiencies, Career 

rJ.oals, and Attitudes Tovrards hanagemont Training. 

Relative Importance of Hanagement .~ibilities 

Introduction 

Reasons have already been discussed for including this section of 

the questionnaire as a basis from which to evaluate the management abili

ties of enrtineers. 'hile tho results of this section may not necessarily 

reflect the ideal priorities which should be given these abilities for 

optimum performance by the organization, it vdll be argued that they do 

provide the best available indication of the priorities given these man

agement activities by present participants in the organization. In 

revie1N:l.ng individual questionnaires, it -vms noted that each man 1 s res

ponses reflected to some extent the nature of his particular job and 

supervisors, and the time spent using various abilities. Sur.unary totals 

for a large sample should then provide a measuro of the r0lativo impor

tance of various areas of ability to effective management of tho organ

ization, as perceived by members of tho organization. 

The inclusiveness of the list of abilities uas somewhat confirmed 

by the fact that in only a fe:rr cases were responses added to the list by 

the respondents. Those qualifications added could usually be properly 

subsumed under one or more of tho items already listed. 



Evidence has been presented that perceptions of supervisors and 

subordinates often differ. In this instance, it -o;·;rould be expected that 

the opinions of supervisors mi:o;ht be a more valj_d indication of the man-

ap;ement job, since pre smnably they are more familiar 1d th management 

than are non-supervisors. Accordingly, the results of this section :·Jill 

be broken down into rt:osponsos given by supervisory and non-supervisory 

engineers. 

ltesul ts 

The average scores given each of the 17 items by supervisors, non-

supervisors, and the total ~roup are listed in Table V. For a presen-

tation of the average ratings by each of the five groups described 

above, see Appendix B. 

There Has little variance betw~en perceptions of non-supervisory 

enr;inecrs and those of supervisors, especially in those abilities -v;hich 

they rated as most irnportant. On only tHo i terns did the rank of a par-

ticular i tern vary by moro than hvo bob-won the hm ;:;roups. ~·,on-super-

visors considered nknouledge of and ability to use other parts of the 

I~SC orp:anizationn more important than did supervisors, and supervisors 

considered 11ability to handle subordinates' personal and interpersonal 

problen1sn more important. Othcr-vdsc, thoro \vas general at;recr~ont be-

hrsen the hro groups as to the abilities and knoKledge required to be 

an effective manager at ·." ,. '~~ (1 
.1...-.l..)v• 

"ilbili ty to make correct and timely dccisionsn Has judged to be 

the most important manag,,;rial ability by a significant margin. r:cx:t 

r1ost important, group~''d closely, ir;crc: "favorable personal traits", 

!!ability to ~..rork 1'>Jith hi;::;hcr nanagementn, 11ability to plan and establish 



}, r0a of J\ bili ty 

Decision-making 

Porson&.l trai t.s 

;Jorkinr; Hi t.h superiors 

::'lannin;~ 2.nd establishin::; ;\oals 

: 'oti va t:i.ng snbordina te s 

Establishj_n6 organizational 
struct;Jr'.' 

Schsdulin;; Fork load 

Yno'rledgc of ~: .JC organization 

'·'orking 1d. th contractors 

Conducting meetjn"'s 

Coordinating and controlling 
subordinates 

Oral p:•cssntations 

Handling personal and inter
personal problems 

Tcchnict>.l knor,Jledgo 

Developing subordinates 

Reading 

'l'J\:3LE V 

Total 
J\vg. 

Score Rank 

(') ? 
) . "- 1 

r:~ 0 
'-·' ........ 2 

3 

0 !.. 
'. ..• >..) 

r· 
) 

9 

7.~ 10 

7.6 12 

?.6 13 

7.6 

7.1 15 

7.0 

7.0 17 

r;on
Supcrvisors Supervisors 
i~Vg. 

Score 

Q ") 
/. _) 

0 p 
. .... 

P.5 

-:-;, p .... •.· 

7.9 

0 "1. .. _, 

Rank 

1 

3 

2 

5 

7 

7.5 13 

7. p 10 

7.9 
11 r..., 

I • I 

7.5 
..., r:: 
( . _) 

7.9 

6.0 

7.3 

8 

11 

12 

1), 
-r 

9 

17 

16 

15 

ltV';. 

Score 

9.2 

?.2 

2.0 

-~ 1 '::. 

7.9 

Rank 

1 

2 

3 
I, 
-y 

7 

6 

9 

7.8 10 

7 .e 11 

7.7 12 

7.7 13 

7.2 15 

6.8 17 
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goals", and nability to motivate subordinates". Surprisinp;ly, 11above 

average technical kno-vJledge" was ranked near the bottom of the list by 

the total sa!11ple and ~.Jas ranked last by supervisors. A possible expla

nation for this is that percPptions of the relative importance of re

sources are influenced by their scarcity. If it is assumed that the 

I''SC organization has an abundance of emr,ineering talent, it is conceiv

able that this mip;ht cause technical knowledge to be perceived as less 

important. However, even after considering the possible influence of 

this factor, one cannot eliminate the possibility that in many manage

ment jobs at the £: anned Spacecraft Center technical excellence is not 

a necessary qualification for effective performance. 

It is also significant that writing, speaking, and reading ability, 

the communications skills often considered to be both the most impor

tant of manaf,erial abilities and the areas in which engineers are most 

deficient, were ranked only 9th, 13th, and 17th among the 17 items. This 

indicates that, even if engineers are weak in these co~unications skills, 

oth8r areas of management training may be more deservinr-: of emphasis. 

'T'he relatively low importance percdved for "ability to aid subordi

nates' development" may indicate that the needs for management training 

indicated by this study co1lid at least partially be fulfilled by an in

creased emphasis on on-the-job development of subordinates by supervisors. 

Perceived Deficiencies 

Evaluations of Self and l·;anagers 

It. has been argued that priorities for management development should 

be dt:terrflined by the p:ap between the amount of proficiency required and 



the present state of ability. Basing conclusions only on assessment 

of present ability would ignorP the fact that the value of various areas 

of management ability (and of management training) may vary. /1 ccording

ly, the results of sections II, III, and IV of the questionnaire are 

presented here in terms of the differences between the importance per

ceived for the various items in section II and the respondent's assess

ment of his own ability (section III) or his assessment of his managers' 

ability (section IV). A summary of these differences is presented in 

Table VI, and results for the five groups described by Table VI may be 

found in Appendix 3. 

The averape respondent's evaluation vias approximately 10/, higher 

than his evaluation of his managers. In analyzing this result, it was 

reasoned that the average individual probably overestimated his own abi

lity and underestimated (or underrated) his managers' ability. Lacking 

previous research showing the relationship of reality to such evalua

tions, it i.Jas decided that the actual ability of the average engineer 

would best be indicated by a point between these two evaluations. The 

followin~ discussion and conclusions are thus based on the average of 

these two indications of deficiency in management ability. Since no 

significant pattern: of differences between results for supervisors 

and those for non-supervisors was found, the total sample results i.rere 

chosen as the best indication of manat;emr-mt training needs. 

In three areas, these deficiencies were approximately equal and 

considerably greater than the deficiencies in the other 14 areas. These 

were: decision-making ability, ability to plan and establish goals, and 

ability to motivate subordinates. The average deficiency perceived in 

these areas was 2.3 on the 10 point scale. This figure has more mean-
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TliBLE VI 

SUJ.':NARY OF PERCEIVED DEFICIENCIES 

Perceived Deficiency 
A rea of Ability Total Supervisors Non-Supervisors 

Avg. Self Supe- Avg. Self Supe- ilvg. Self Supe-
riors riors riors 

Decision-making 2.3 1.9 2.7 2.4 1.5 3.3 2.3 2.1 2.5 

Establishing goals 2.3 1.8 2.8 1.95 1.0 2.9 2.1+ 2.1 2.7 

:votivating 2.25 1.5 3.0 2.4 1.2 3.6 2.2 1.7 2.7 

Organizing 1.8 1.2 2.L~ 1.6 .c:: 2.7 1.9 1.6 2.2 .__, 

".'orking with super- 1. 75 1.9 1.6 1. 75 1.7 1.8 1.7 2.0 1.1+ 
visors 

Scheduling Hork 1.55 1.0 2.1 1.7 .8 2.6 1.55 1.2 1.9 

Personnel problems 1.5 .8 2.2 1.55 .7 2.4 1.4 .8 2.0 

Personal traits 1. h 1.2 1.6 1.}5 1.1 1.6 1.4 1.3 1.5 

Conducting meetings 1.25 1.h 1.1 1.0 .6 1.4 1.35 1.7 1.0 

Coordinating and 1.2 .7 1.7 .e .1 1.5 1.h5 1.0 1.9 
controlling 

Developing subor- .95 ~ 1.6 1.0 .1 1.9 1.0 .5 1.5 •./ 

dinates 

Oral presentations . 85 1.1 .6 .5 .7 .3 1.0 1.3 .7 

i4ri t ten cormnuni ca- .B .6 1.0 .5 .2 .8 .85 .7 1.0 
tions 

!J!SC organization .75 .8 .7 .35 .2 c: 1.2 1.7 .8 •.-I 

kno1..rledge 

Reading .7 .7 .7 .7 .6 .6 

',•forking with con- .55 .5 ( .45 .2 .7 .65 .7 .6 . '·. 
tractors 

Technical kno1.;ledge • 05 0 .1 ( .45)( .5) (.4) .25 .2 ~ ._, 
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ing when expressed as a deficiency of 25 percent, 27 percent, and 27 per

cent, respectively, of the amount of ability perceived as required for 

effective management. In addition to these questionnaire results, in

terviews and conversations -,..rith engineers and corr.rnents received on the 

subjective areas of the questionnaire can be cited as evidence that 

engineer-managers at LSC are weak in the areas of decision-making, plan

ninr,, and motivating. The second and third of these three areas are 

subjects in 1..rhich engineers receive relatively little formal education, 

but at first rlance it might seem that engineers should be strong in 

decision-making ability because of the problem-solving orientation of 

much of their underp:raduate work. However, as has been implied by li

terature cited in Chapter II, an orientation toward the detailed and 

exact decision-making process used in many engineering problems may in 

fact be a hindrance when dealing 1dth managerial problems in which many 

variables are not subject to quantification and time limitations often 

preclude an exact and detailed analysis of the problem. That engineers 

feel a difficulty in dealing with human problems and subjective consi

derations rather than technical problems is further evidenced by the fact 

that almost no deficiency was perceived in technical knowledge. 

FolloH:ing these three areas in need for training is a second group 

of four 1d th an average deficiency of from 1.5 to 1. 2 and the percentage 

described above ranginp; fron1 19 percent to 22 percent. In this group 

were: ability to establish an effective organizational structure, work

ing "td th hiP: her management, scheduling the -.wrk load, and understanding 

and dealing with subordinates' personal and interpersonal problems. It 

is difficult to cite an area of knm..;ledge or type of training that can 

focus specifically on the second of these four areas, working tilth higher 
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management. Sub,jecti ve questionnaire responses and other observations 

have indicated that this felt deficiency may be the result of some nega

tive feelings tOi•rard higher management and a need for better conmmnica

tion vertically through the organization. Thus, the feeling of an ina

bility to work ~o.ri th higher management m~ty have been perceived as due to 

a deficiEmcy on the part of higher management, and may indicate a need 

for a better understanding of human relations by higher management. The 

other three areas in this second p:roup are again topics in vJhich most 

enp;ineers receive relatively little formal training and indicate a need 

for greater knmvledge of orc;anization theory, human behavior, and plan

ning theory and methods. 

ln all these first seven areas, and in general for the entire list, 

there \oJaS little difference between the average perceptions of the su

pervisory engineer and the non-supervisory engineer. In only three 

ar(OJas :ms the difference between the average deficiencies perceived by 

these hm 2:roups greater than .5. The non-supervisory engineers s&w 

t!knm,rledfe of and ability to use other parts of the .::,_SC organization!!, 

nabove-avera:~e technical knovrledge 11
, and ttability to coordinate and con

trol subordinates 11 as larg.sr deficiencins than did the supervisors. 

The conPnunications skills (oral presentations, reading, and "'riting) 

ranked 12th, Uth, and 15th in deficiencies. This does not mean that 

teaching these skills is not necessary or tha,t engineers arc pr-oficient 

in these areas. Examining results of self-evaluations alone reveals in 

fact that reading, giving oral presentations, and a related skill, con

ducting meetings and conferences, are the three areas on this list in 

Khich engineers feel they are least proficient. Eoiv-ever, placing this 

in perspective by looking also at the nature of the management job and 



the value and importance perceived for various areas of ability, dis

closes that other activities may be more important to the effective man

agement of the organization and thus c.eserve more emphasis in training 

than they have received. The 9th and 12th rankings of 1 '~J.bility to con

duct lreetinf!S and conferenccs' 1
, and "ability to give good oral presen

tations", and the averagE:' deficiencies perceived of 1.25 and •. S5 (16 

percent and 11 percent) indicate that, among the communications skills, 

improving the engineer's ability to speak before a group deserves pri

mary emphasis. 

'!he only area in which no significant deficiency wa.s perceived was 

technical kno-vrledge. The supervisors and managers indicated, in fact, 

that they and their manar,ers had more than enough technical knovrledge 

to perfor1n effectively as rnanagers. This result may have ir:1plications 

both for training and for the process and criteria used in selectint::: 

l"fianagers. Perhaps the fact that managers are deficient in some of the 

other areas discussed abov<, is partially the result of placing too rr:uch 

emphasis on technical ability in their selection. 

C::ducation8.l Subjects Perceived as lJeccded 

The final section of the questionnaire provided another measure of 

deficiency in management ability, asking the respondent to indicate edu

cational subject areas in which he needs further training. Including 

fill-in categories for technical subjects, t'~O subjects were listed. 

Table VII sho-vrs results for 16 courses that ... .-ere requested by more than 

25 percent of the sample. Results for all 40 courses selected by various 

CIS-levels may be found in 11 ppendix B. 

In general, there "t-Jas a good correlation beh.,-een these results and 



Rank 

1 

2 

J 

4 

5 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

TABLE VII 

StJBJECT~ REQUESTED BY 25 Pi£RCENT OF RESPONDENTS 

Name of Subject 

Problem solving and decision-making 

Public speaking 

Planning and goal setting 

Reading improvement 

Elements of supervision 

Principles of leadership 

l1anagement of research and development 

Written co~~unication 

Individual and group motivation 

Principles of organi.zation 

Creative thinking 

Computer applications 

Human relations 

Human behavior in organizations 

Conference leadership 

Engineering specialties 

Percent 

41 

39 

39 

J6 

)6 

36 

34 

31 

30 

27 

26 

26 

26 

43 



the deficiencies indicated by the first part of the questionnaire. Ex

ceptions were the conmmnications skills, which ranked 2nd, 4th, and ?th 

on this list of L~O subjects, but (according to results presented in the 

previous section of this report) vmre not among the areas vJith the 

greatest deficiencies of ability. Several factors help to explain what 

~rmuld seem at first glance to be an inconsistency in the respondents' 

perceptions. l!ost important, public speaking, reading improvement, and 

t,rritten communications are generally recop;nized as areas in which educa

tion and training can make significant linprovements. These courses can 

be directly relat.ed to deficiencies in ability, and their value has been 

proven and is well kn01·m. On the other hand, it is difficult to direct

ly relate any specific bodies of knowledge to some of the other areas of 

Management ability, and the value of some of the other courses listed has 

not been demonstrated as \•Tell as that of' these three subjects. f1 second 

influence on these results is the fact that these courses are novJ a major 

part of the management training effort and have been taken by many engi-

neers. 

T'he perceived needs for a course in making oral presentations by L~9 

percent of the sample and a course in conducting meetings and conferences 

by 26 percent are further support for the statement made above that 

training in oral communication should have first priority among commu

nications skills. 'I'hese figures and those for reading improvement (39 

percent) and written cormnunica tions (36 percent) , and the fact that 

these courses have proven value, 1..rould seem to justify continuing to 

rr.ake these courses a significant part of the management development cur

riculum. 

Results for other subject areas provide support for statements 



which have been made about priorities for management training. It was 

stated in the previous section that the largest deficiencies in ability 

were in the areas of decision making, planning and establishing goals, 

and motivating. A course in "Problem Solving and Decision-l'.aking" 1·ras 

the most popular of the lr.o subjects, being requested by 54 percent of 

the respondents. "Planning and Goal Setting11 t-\fas selflcted by L•-1 per

cent, ranking it Jrd; and "Individual and Group Flotivationn ranked 9th, 

selected by 34 percent. 

lfll bili ty to establish effective org:aniza tional structure!' , the 

fourth largest deficiency indicated by the previous section, could be 

related to a course in 11Principles of Organization", selected by JL•. per

cent of the respondents, and courses in ,Human Relationsn and "Human 

Behavior in Organizations!! could be related to the perceived deficien

cies in 11ability to understand and deal -vJi th personal and interpersonal 

problems of subordinates" and "ability to work Hi th higher mana.gementr1
• 

Looking at other courses and areas of perceived deficiency dis

closes some courses 1vhich arc general in nature and 1-muld include con

tent relating to several ar8as of ability and some areas of managerial 

ability to v;hich no single subjects can be related. Responses for some 

coursccs listed, such as n:c:lements of Supervisionn, serve as further in

dications of Pngineers' need for and interest in management training in 

general. 

The fill-in areas for technical courses could be related to the 

manager's need for technical competence; but, due to the fact that these 

items required a ~~itten response as opposed to a check for the other 

items, results for these questions probably do not provide an accurate 

indication of engineers' needs for further technical education as com-
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pared to management education. The 26 percent t.;ho entered courses in 

the blanks for HEngineerinp: Specialtiesn Here primarily those T:Jho indi

cated elseHhere in the questionnaire that they \mre not interested in a 

manar:ement career. The most common request in this area was for a good 

~eneral engineerine: refresher cot1.rse. 

There ~tras considerable evidence for the need for a general course 

in research and development management. Thirty-six percent of the re

spondents indicated a need for this subject, but the percentage ·Has much 

higher than this for higher levels. A number of com~ents entered in the 

subjective areas of the questionnaire also hinted at the need to educate 

engineer-managers in some of the unique factors 1-1hich may be involved in 

supervisinr; engineers and scientists. 

Career Goals of Sngineers 

Introduction 

This section 1Nill present results of section V of the questionnaire 

and other results vli th implications for engineers 1 career goals. The 

preconception that required research in this area was that engineers and 

scientists often have priPJ.arily technical goals and resent having to take 

time a~oray from their technical efforts for managerial duties. In study

ing the requirements for a management development program, then, one 

question to be answered 1..ras whether such a program need attempt to in

terest more engineers in mana~ement careers. The evidence presented here 

indicates that such a problem does not exist; it sho~rs that the number of 

en~ineers interested in managernent careers is more than enough to fill 

the nu_rnber of management positions, so that the problem is one of select

ins the right individuals and providing for them the proper training. 



Initial Attitudes 

Responses concerning the engineer's attitude toward management when 

first coming to the or6!:anization are summarized in Table VIII. These 

figures indicate that most engineering graduates are interested in even

tually moving into management; many see their engineering degree as a 

means of advancing into technical management. ll s sho1-m by Table VIII, 

63 percent of the 191 engineers surveyed indicated a definite interest 

in a management career, and another 20 percent indicated at least an 

open mind. 11 relatively small percentage folt they had firmly decided 

upon an engineering career when they first came to the l·.anned Spacecraft 

Center. 

Present Attitudes 

'hen asked their present choice between the hm types of jobs, 80 

percent of the respondents indicated that, in general, they 1-rould prefer 

a "technical management job" over an nengineering job11
• (For a break

do\\'11 of responses to this question, see Appendix A , page 77. ) ~)hen com

pared to the above results, this does not seem to represent any signifi

cant change in attitudes. Jlns1·mrs to the tvro intervening subjective 

questions indicated that one reason for any change in attitudes vJhich 

does take place is the recognition of organizational factors such as 

salary and promotion opportunities for the hro careers. 

One reason for the larp;e percentage indicating a preference for man

agement is the fact that 1!technical11 management was specified. 'I'here is 

sorne evidence that a significe.nt number of engineers vTho responded that 

technical management ,,ras their choice were still motivated primarily by 



Percent 

12 

TJ\BL:C:: VIII 

INITIAL Cll REl'~R. A 'I'TITtJl)ES 

Attitude 

Pretty sure wanted career in engineering; did 
not want to supervise unless necessary to 
advance. 

20 Primarily interested in engineering; hadn't 
given management much thought. 

37 Some desire to eventually enter management 
career. 

26 Hanagement primary goal. 



technical reasons. !1 few qualified their answers by saying they would 

not want a management career if it meant being too far removed from en-

gineering work. 

Reasons for Career Preference 

In order to gain some understanding of the reasons behind the above 

results, the respondents vrere asked to indicate all reasons (from a list 

of 12) that l•rere applicable to their preference, then to indicate the 

most important of these reasons. Results for the second of these tvm 

questions arc r;i ven by Table IX. I': ore than 50 percent of those indicat

ing a preference for technical rnanagernent listed either 11 salary and pro

motion opportunities n ( 26 percent) or ''bdnf!: able to take part in plan

ning and major decisionsn (2_5 percent) as tho primary roason. The third 

most important reason t·ms 11~W oc·m personality and capabilities'' (20 per

cent). Tuo factors dominated the reasons given by those preferring an 

engineerine: career: "my mm personality and capabilitiesr: (3'-l percent), 

and nthP creative aspects of engineering" (29 percent). 

For a furthE:r indication of the importc:mcA of salary and pronation 

opportunities, the respondents 1iJer<J then asked their career preference, 

assul'lim; that salary and advanc(Ocmont ~omre equal for the tcm careers. In 

this case, ~,P percent indicated a preference for technical rw.n0.gement 

and 32 percent engineering. The 12 percent change was smaller than 

might have been expected but largE> enough to indicate that salar;y· is an 

iroportant influence on thesP- engineers 1 career preferences. It is also 

significant that 25 percent of those indicating a preference for tech

nice.l manap.;oment on tho first question gave "salary and promotion op

portunitios11 as thc- most important reason, but that none of those pre-
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T.ABLE IX 

REASONS GIVEt~ .AS rOST Hl.PORTJINT FOR Cl\REER PREFERENCE INDIC.ATED 

(Management 
Preference) Factor 

Percent* 

20 My own personality and capabilities 

1 Creative aspects of engineering work 

25 Being able to take part in planning and 
major decisions 

26 Salary and promotion opportunities 

12 Opportunities for professional growth 
and recognition 

11 The general nature of management work 

12 The additional responsibilities of 

1 

0 

1 

1 

1 

6 

managem~;nt 

The status of rrry technical skills and 
knowledge 

The general nature of engineering work 

The people I would be working with 

'fcly educational background 

The exactness and technical details of 
engineering work 

Other 

(Engineering 
Preference) 

Percent* 

29 

3 

0 

10 

5 

0 

5 

5 

3 

0 

5 

5 

*Percentages do not add to 100 due to the fact that so~e respondents 
checked more than one factor as 11most important". 
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ferrin~ an engineering career fave this as the most important reason. 

Although there are several suggestions that the 80 percent who in

dicated a preference for :management include some vJho are not highly 

motivated tov.rard managen:ent and some who are motivated by factors other 

than enthusiasm for the work itself, the evidence that is available in

dicates that there is a significantly large number of engineers who are 

thus motivated toward .management work. 

Career Patterns and Perceptions of Ability 

One finding which resulted indirectly from analysis of the first 

four sections of the questionnaire has some implications for an under

standing of the engineer's career attitudes. 1m average score for all 

17 listed items of managerial ability provides a composite score of the 

average engineer 1 s opinion of his ovm ability as a manager and his :!nan

ap:or's ability. \hen graphed as averages of responses from five groups, 

as in Figure 1, these figures represent a pattern of attitudes which may 

have implications for management training and development. 

Ji s shm~'!l by this graph, the average engineer's opinion of his own 

managerial ability gradually increases from tho level of GS-7 and GS-9 

up to middle management. For all groups except the youngest and newest 

to the organization, the self-evaluation of managerial ability is greater 

than the opinion of one's manager. The general opinion of the ability 

of one's rr..anager declines from entry into the organization until the 

lew:l of GS-13 is reached at Hhich point it is lowest. It then increases 

for individuals r,.rho arc thems~~lves supervisors and managers, but the gap 

remains large beh.;reen the bm evaluations. These results are subject 

to many interpretations, but among other things, they woudl seem to 





suggest tiro thine:' s. ?irst, the r:radual decline of opinion of managers 1 

ability throughout the non-supervisory levels suggests a need for a 

greater understanding of the management job and its requirements by 

lower levels. It has already been pointed out that fmrJ nmnar.r.ement 

courses are availablf? to non-supervisors. Second, the relatively lov: 

opinion of managers' ability at all levels is an indication of the need 

for improving managers 1 pcrfortCJ.9.ncc, in p;eneral, and may also point up 

a need for better cornrnmica tion and understanding betvreen supervisor 

and subordinates. 

I\ tti tudes 'Tov1ard l·:a.nagement Training 

This section of the questionnaire represents an effort to determine 

the engineer's opinion of the value and role of rnanacement training. 

Detailed results for th~" questions used may be found in 1\ppendix J~. 

Three questions were used to attempt to measure opinions of the role of 

inherent traits, actual experience, and education and training in deter-

rnininp: mana>;ement ability. From the questionnaire results it can be 

concluded that these enr;ineers feel that on-the-job experience and man-

agement education play a much gr•?Jater part than inherent traits in 

determining rna.nar;erial capability. They indicated a strong belief in 

the potential value of management training, as 82 percent ansHered 

either that it nis necessary and can be of great value'' (lJ.O percent) 

or "can do much to improve deficienciesn (42 percent). Only 3 percent 

anm·Tered that management education and training nis of little value 

compared to inherent abilities and actual experience". 

Respondents were then asked to indicate 1-rhat percentage of any ti:me 

spent furthering their education they would like to spend on management 



training vJith the remainder to be used for technical training. Results 

for this question were separated into two groups: those who indicated 

a preference for an engineering career and those who preferred technical 

r~anagement. The overall average was 52 percent, but for the management 

group the average response -v1as 60 percent. It is possible that misread

ing the question as !!what percentage of your time 0 rather than 11percent

ap:e of this education timo 0 may have caused this figure to be too low, 

but the results Trmuld still seen to indicate that even those who -vmnt 

management careers feel that a significant portion of their continuing 

education should be technical. This is not inconsistent -vJith the low 

df'ficiency perceived in technical knov.rledge if it is assumed that this 

amount of continuing technical education is needed just to keep abreast 

of technology. The average response for the individual 1<rho prefers an 

enp;int:oring career was that 31 percent of his education time should be 

spent on mana~ement training -vri th the remainder spent on technical. 



CHJ\PT:t:R V 

SD1IT<IIRY lii-:D CONCLUSIO:N3 

General: Engineers' Need for Vanagement Training 

l1t the I anned Spacecraft Center and in many other organizations, 

a need exists for individuals 1d th technical training and experience to 

fill management positions, especially those responsible for technical 

effort. Thus it becomes necessary to assess the ability of engineers 

and other technical people to perform as managers and to then identify 

the requirements for educa.tion and development to fill the gaps that 

may exist. 

On the basis of the research done in this study, it can be con

cluded that a definite need exists for improving the managerial skills 

and knowledge of engineers who are managers or who are to become mana

gers. If for no other reason, this need exists because of the fact that 

the engineers themselves feel a lack of ability to perform effectively 

as managers. This is evidenced by questionnaire results which show their 

composite evaluations of their ovm ability to be about 15 percent below 

their perceptions of "t>That it should be and their perceptions of their 

managers' abilities as 20 percent below this ideal. The magnitude of 

the real deficiencies in ability that exist is probably not sub,ject to 

exact measurement, but these results imply a rGal need for improving the 

knowledge and ability of engineers who arc potential managers, in addi

tion to the need for improving their confidence as managers by reducing 
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their ovm perceptions of shortcomings as managers. 

l1lthough exa.minin~ the typical engineerinp; curricula discloses 

that l'k'lny subjects of possible value to managers are not included, it 

cannot be said on thP basis of this study that enp:ineers as a group are 

any more or less deficient as managers than persons of other educational 

backr-:rounds. This question T;Jould requj re a sird.lar study including other 

groups for comparison. However, such comparisons tvould seem to be of 

secondary iBportance even if they were available as long as it can be 

concluded that engineers are deficient as mana.gers and that they need 

supplementary education and development. This study shm,rs that, for the 

average enr-:ineer, such requirements do exist. 

Career Goals 

The preconception that most research and development engineers have 

priJ11_arily technical goals and are not motivated tovmrd management careers 

~rras shm-m to be incorrect. The study revealed that many engineers desire 

and are seekin~ the additional responsibility and 1~der scope of duties 

that they feel are offered by rnana12:ement jobs. Tho tendency to resent 

having time taken a1·ray fron; technical activities for administrative du-

ties v.m.s not noted amonr, the enPc:ineers studied in this project. 

Results shoH that a larpc majority of engineers are more interested 

in a career in tech:r.ical management than in spending their career in 

engineering imrk. r:any have made this choice because of recognition of 

the fact that their salary and advancement goals cannot be satisfied by 

remaining in purely technical 1 .. mrk, and others vmuld not viant a. manage-

ment job that 11rould prevent them from spending some time in engineering 

duties. It must be concluded, however, that a. large mm1ber of engineers 
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are motivated toward management by the nature of the -vmrk itself, seek

ing the additional responsibility. Because it is difficult to isolate 

real r1otives for indicating a preference for management, a precise 

statement cannot be made about the pPrcentage of en11;ineers 1rJho have this 

.favorable motivation tovTard managing, but all indications are that it 

is certainly largG cmoup.;h to fill the available r11anagement positions. 

Thus there is not significant need to change engineers' attitudes 

tow·ard management careers, and a program for management development does 

not have the initial task of providing this motivation. This study indi

cates, in fact, that possibly a more significant problem is that of pro

viding the typo of -;.;rork and reHards necessary to motivate a sufficient 

number of engineers to devote their careers to the technical excellence 

that is necessary to the Gffectiveness of an organization s11ch as the 

r;anned Spacecraft Center. 

The implications of these results, then, for a management develop

ment program for enp;ineers, are that such a program should concentrate 

on selecting engineers ,,rho are motivated tovrard management work and are 

most qualified to become managers and should then provide these engi

neers v!ith the education, training, and guidance necessary for their 

development into effective managers. 

Priori ties for i' anar,ement Training 

·.hat then, should be the components of a progran1 o.f management de

velopment for engineers, and vrhat relative emphasis should be given to 

various management skills and knm-rledge in such a program? Certainly 

there is a need for further research in this arE-8. before the tentative 

conclusions 1-1hich can be drm.m from this study can be verified, but 



these conclusions should be the most objective basis now available for 

ansvering theso questions. 

The first conclusion 1v-hich can be dra\m is that engineers feel a 

lack of ability to make the decisions required of a manager. The study 

Has consistent in indicating this as the first priority for management 

development; it vras the largest deficiency perceived in the evaluations 

made and vJas also tho subject area perceived as needed by the largest 

number of engineers, 511- percent of the sample. Difficulty is evidently 

encountered by engineers in making decisions which involve sub.jective 

considerations; the respondents' perception of little deficisncy in tech-

nical knm...:ledgo indicates that it is not technical decisions tha.t are 

difficult for engineers but those which involve human factors and require 

judgmcmt a.nd sometimes a certain amount of courage. Courses vJhich teach 

a decision-making proced·Llro and methods for reducing some of the sub-

,jectivity of managerial decisions can help decrease the deficiency per-

cei vcjd in this area. llilprovement should also be made by giving young 

enp;j_necrs :1:ore opportunities to participate in and obse-)rve management 

decisions and ruoro assignrltmts that will challen,'!e decision-r;aking 

ability. 

J\ second topic in ·Hhich the study indicates training is needed in 

plannin;~. Felt defici'"ncics in nplanning and establishing goals" and 

~'planning and schedulin~ th.<; -vwrk loacF D.nd the pcrcci vcd need o:f a 

coursf, in "Plannin"'~ and ;}oal-Settinr;' 1 by !'1 pcrc:mt of the questionnaire 

respondents arc evidence that }li';h priority should be given to courses 

teachinc, planning theory and methods and that morc-J c:1:1pha.sis should be 

placed on cmrking ,,rith a plan or schedule, tmv-ard knm .. m objectives, 

1;-,rhile on the job. 
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The deficiencies percd.'•0:l. in urnotivating subordinatesff, "working 

with higher management", and "understanding and dealing -vJi th personal 

and interpersonal problems of subordinates" and results for courses in 

r:1otivation, huJnan r(lations, and 'Tiu2nan ~Jehavior in Organizations'' in

dicate a need for inclucl:ing Floro of the content of these specific 

courses and the b0havioral scir::nces in general in :nanagement training 

for cenr,ineers. Closely :r·2latcd to those subjects is the deficiency per

cci vcd in ''ability to establisb. e ffccti ve organizational structure for 

subordinates 11 and the felt need for a course in "Principles of Organi

zation''. 

,~ final area -r,.rhich deserves strong emphasis is that of con:rmlmica

tions. l\.esults of this study >vere consistent •i'ith previous studies in 

shoHinr; that engineers feel that they are 1-roak in speaking to groups. 

JUthour;h the questionnaire evaluations indicated some1v-hat less defi

cir:,ncy in this than the subjects mentioned above, a course in "aaking 

oral presentationsn Has req·uested by 1~9 percent of these enr:ineers. 

Courses in reading improvement and 1vri tten communications vrere per

ceived as needed by 39 percent and Jl-~ percent of the respondents. 'l'he 

pop1Jlarity of these courses and the indications that deficiencies in 

these subjects are considerable (though not the largest), justify mak

im~ communications skills a significant part of a management develop-

mont pro~ram for engineers. 

'J.'he evidence of this study shoHs that, for most rru:magement posi

tions at the ianncd :Jpacecraft Center, outstanding technical ability is 

not required to perform c·iell as a manager. 'l'his is not to say that some 

time will not be required for somo managers to remain tochnolo;;;ically 

current. :E:ut for most :T,anagers, management training should havo priority 
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over teclmical training, and manap;erial abilities should be considered 

more important than tecm1ical ability in selecting managers. 

Results of this research project indicate that there is a general 

need for an increased emphasis on both formal educational programs and 

informal on-the-job dev8loprnent of managerial ability in engineers. Tho 

areas of primary emphasis in such progran1s, as indicated in this study, 

have been sUln.rnarized above. Questionnaire results for a number of other 

courses not discussed here are available in llppcndix ~~ and should be 

considered in dcsigninp; a management training program. 



Cliil P1'.SR VI 

The results of this research project havo been discussed and sum

marized, and some conclusions have been drmm. It now· becomes neces

sary to state these results in the form of recommendations to the 

orp;anization studied. These recommendations are based on ·Hhat has been 

learned about the following questions: ·~Jho should be included in man

agement development and hm-J should they be selected'! .. hat methods 

should be used to develop these people into managers? In 1rJhat specific 

areas is training needed, and what guidelines should be used in design

ing a program to meet these needs'( ·.mat further evaluation or feedback 

is needed to ensure that management development will best accomplish its 

purpose!' 

'?he recommendations of this study are sumrnarized below under four 

headin?s corresponding to these four broad questions. 

Selection of Potential I'anagers 

An attempt should be made to identify early in their careers those 

engineers -vrho a.re motivated toHard management t-rork,and their potential 

as managers should be evaluated with primary emphasis on their qualifi

cations as rnanagers rather than their technical performance. (This is 

not to say that technical qualifications may not be important but that 

they should not be the primary consideration.) For engineers >..rho meet 
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these qualifications, manasement development should begin before a 

supervisory position is reached. Also, courses in comr~unications 

skills, human relations, and some basic exposure to the role of rnanage

ment should be available to all enp;ineers. On-the-job development, 

·Fhich -vrill be discussed below, should be used both for development pur

poses and to assist the supervisor in evaluating his subordinates' 

potential as manasers and selectinr, individuals to participate in for

mal management development programs. 

Scope of hanagement Development 

l"ore emphasis should be placed on conscious development of the engi

neer by his supervisor Hhile on the job. Significant improvements could 

be made by offering the engineer more exposure to r.1anagerial problems 

and more challenging assignr:1ents >vhile he is engaged in productive vrork. 

This method of development can be applied oven when work loads prevent 

taking time away from the job for formal education programs. This 

should be encouraged by letting managers kno-vr they 1~'ill be evaluated in 

terms of their ability to develop replacements. 

In formal management training, a more comprehensive effort should 

be made to ensure that individuals receive the training that is needed. 

On the basis of a prelir.linary evaluation of the engineer's strengths 

and -vmakness, a curriculum should be outlined for each individual. Jllso, 

an effort should be mad~' to ensure that, through these individual plans, 

the manpm·ier needs of various organizational components ~~'ill be :met. 

Structure and Content oi' Nanagement Education 

wnen budgetary restrictions are encountered, decisions about 



priorities for the content of formal management training should be based 

on the results of this study. These priorities, summarized in the pre

vious crApter, should be the best basis presently available for deter

mining the content of :r:u:mag<:Jment education. It is c..lso recommended that 

effort be made to make the material presented in these courses more ap

plicable to the activities and personnel of the Fanned Spacecraft Center. 

11 final reco:rmnendation is that consideration be given to using a differ

ent format than the one or bm -;..;reek, 8 hour day courses presently used. 

If local instructors could be used or other economic considerations per

mitted, material could be distributed over a longer period of tine. 

This Kould allow the individual to keep up \d_th the Hork load :,Jhile par

ticipatin~, thus allm·nng the involvement in management training of :'11any 

engineers \.Jho nmv cannot find time to participate. It would also permit 

the assisr;nment of more nhome1vorkn or outside reading and allou the par

ticipant more time to evaluate and reflect upon tho material presented 

than is possible 1,Ji th a format Hhich masses li·O hours of instruction into 

one vJeek. 

Feedback and :i?uture Studies 

It is recommended tha.t more effective feedback procedure be used 

to assist in ovaluatinr management training. The method used should be 

as specific as possible, allo·H·ing decisions to be made about particular 

components of courses taw;ht or suecific aspects of the method in ~c..rhich 

they are presented. 

lt is also felt that there is a need for further research into the 

General questions attacked by this study. A follow-up study using 

r1ethodology sirn.ilar to that of this study could be of value in deter-
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mining c·;rhcther engineers 1 perceptions of their managerial ability or 

their evaluations of their :nanagers 1 abilities have changed after re

ceiving training in the areas in :chich they nor.; feel deficient. ?uture 

studies should strive for objectivity, possibly using the testing 

!'1ethod discussed in Chapter III. It is hoped that this study ~t,':ill con

tribute as background for future studies to be made in this field. 
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INTRODUCTION !llQ. GENERAL I.NSTRUC'l'IONS 

This questionnaire is part of a study of the management training and 
development needs of engineers. The results of this study and the infor
mation requested by this questionnaire vrlll be used to help in selecting 
and structuring training courses to be offered, and in desiging programs 
for developing and improving management ability in technical personnel. 

In addition to assisting in developing programs that may aid in 
your career development, it is felt that the questionnaire may be inter
esting to you in that it ·Hill stimulate thinking about your own career 
plans and goals. For these reasons you are asked to give careful thought 
to the questions and answer each question as honestly and accurately as 
possible. Under no conditions vrlll indi\~dual responses be made avail
able to anyone but the researcher, 1.ffio vlill be leavi.ng HSC to complete 
requirements for a graduate degree upon completion of the study. 

This questionnaire is designed for both supervisory and non-super
visory technical people, and all questions are applicable regardless of 
your present position in the organization or your attitude toward a ~~n
agement career. Your responses are of interest and vdll be of help even 
if you personHlly have little inter~1st in a management career. 

In completing the questionnaire, you should think of the words 
"manager" and "management" as referring to technical management and in
cluding all levels of management, from first line supervisor through 
top management. The questionnaire is concerned with management in gen
eral, but your ansHers ":rill necessarily be based on the type of manage
ment and levels of management with >-rhich you are familiar. 

Please fill out the questionnaire completely and please be as ob
jecUve as possible. Return to code BP3 by Harch 29. Your help is 
greatly appreciated. 



I. BACKGROUND Dfi<''ORHATIOii 

1. Your present mailing code if different from above ---------

2. Number of years you have been a Civil Service employee ------

Grade level at which you entered the Civil Service: ... , (.~ IJ.;) _____ _ 

4. How long have you been at HSC? __ I.J. ..... 0..__ years( 6.2-4. 8-LJ-. 9-3. 7-1.2)* 

5. Present grade level: GS-12.3 

6. Your age ___ __,..;,3"'-3 •::..:2;:;..._ ____ ( 40. J-35. 0-39. 0-29.5-25. 3) 

7. Education: (a) Hip;hest level of education completed BS- 163; r·:S- 2/.J.; 
PhD- 4 

(b) List college degrees received: 

Degree r:ajor Field Year Received 
Bache=!:-or Engineering - iJ.J-2 

Degree Physics or Hath - 44 
Chemistry - 5 

8. Experience: 3riefly summarize your t~ork CJ{!)erience \v'd. th respect t.o 
type of work. 

( ) Primarily Engineering 

( ) Other (specify) 

9. Present job: State briefly the type of t•rork you do in your present 
job. 

10. Supervisor~ experience: 

(a) lh.unber of years as a supervisor or manager at tvLSC -------

(b) Total nu.mber of years as a supE,rvisor or manager 
(If different from above) 

(c) Briefly descri.be any experience you have had supervising or man
a~ing other tJmn at I-~SC: 

* F'igures in parenthese are subtotals for groups 1 - 5. 
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11. Present supervisory responsibility: 

(a) Indicate the level of supervision that best describes your 
present job: 

(l.J,) Division Chief 

(20) Branch Chief 

C9) Section Head 

( ) No supervisory or management responsibility 
(128) 

( ) Ot.hE~r (describe): 

(b) Total number of employees you are responsible for (approx.) ___ 

(c) Nu.'i!ber of cmployec,-,s reporting directly to you --------
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II. Below is a list of areas of ability that are normally associated 
with management activity. You are asked to indicate your assess
ment of the importance of each item as a qualification for being ~ 
good manager at MSp. You should give your opinion of what is re
quired to be an effective manager, basing your answer on either your 
experience as a ~~nager, your observation of management, or both. 

Indicate your opinion of the importance of each item by circling 
any number between 1 and 10 for each item, a response of 10 indi
cating maximu."11 importance. The meanings designated below for 1, 5, 
and 10 are to serve as guidelines. You MaY add items to the list 
if you feel th.at important abilities have not been listed. 

10 = extremely important; a necessary qualification for 
effective management 

5 = of average importance 

1 = of relatively little value or importance 

1. 1> bove-averae;e technical knordedge 7.1 

2. Knm.;ledge of llSC organization and ability to -.;..:rork 1 .. 'ith 
other parts of the organization 7.9 

3. Good •m tten corrrrnunications 7. 9 

h. 11 bili ty to give good oral presentations 7. 6 

5. Ability to read rapidly t·r.i.th good comprehension 7. 0 

6. Ability to condu.ct meetings and conferences 7.8 

7. Ability to make correct and timely decisions 9.2 

e. J'bility to plan and establish goals for organizational 
unit 8.6 

9. Ability to establish effective orp,anizational structure 
for subordinates 8.0 

10. Ability to plan and schedule 'tTork 8. 0 

11. .t\bili ty to rr:otivate subordinates tm·rard goals 8.h 

12. Ability to understand and deal 1v'ith both individual 
and interpersonal problems of subordinates 7.6 

13. Ability to coordinate and control subordinates' >-Jerk 7. 6 

1h. ..~bility to aid subordinates' self-development 7. 0 

15. Ability to be effective in talking to and Harking V>rith 
higher management 8.8 
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16. Ability to be effective in talking to and working with 
outside contractors 7.8 

17. Favorable personal traits: self-confidence, motivation 
to achieve, enthusiasm, dependability, initiative 8.8 

18. Other (write in) ...._-------------------------------
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III. In tlri.s section you are asked to make a self-evaluation of your 
management knowledge or capabilities. For the same list of abili
ties used in the previous section, you are asked to indicate what 
you think is your proficiency in this area. For some of the items, 
you may not have had much experience in using this ability; if this 
is the case, base your answer on the knowledge you have in this 
area, and hoH Hell you think you could perform. As before, you 
may mark any number from 1 to 10. The meanings given for 1, 5, 
and 10 should serve as f'Uj_dolines. 

10 = extensive knmdedge and ability 

5 = average proficiency 

1 = relatively little ability or lmowledge 

1 . r~ bove-average techn.ical knowledge 7.1 

2. Knowledge of !-~sc organizatj_on and ability to work -vrith 
other parts of the organization 6.7 

3. Good ;-rri t ten communications 7. 3 

l.r. 1\bility to give good oral presentations 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

15. 

16. 

Ability to read rapidly lrith good comprehension 

1'bility to conduct r.1eetings and conferences 

l\ bili ty to make correct and timely decisions 

1ibility to plan and establish goals for organizational 
unit 

Ability to establish effective organizational structure 
for subordinates 

1ibility to plan and schedule 1-rork load 

J\ bili ty to moti va to subordinates to\-J"ard goals 

/1bility to understand and deal "~>rith both individual 
and interpersonal problems of subordinates 

ilbility to coordinate and control subordinates 1 •·rork 

llbili ty to aid subordinates' self-development 

J.\bility to be effective in talking to and 1-1orking 
id th hi.gher rn..anagement 

J1bility to be effective in talking to and "~>Jerking 
w~th outside contractors 

6.5 

6.3 

6.h 

7.3 

6.B 

6.8 

7.0 

6.9 

6.8 

6.9 

6.7 

6.9 

7.3 



17. Favorable personal traits: self-confidence, motivation 
to a chi eve • "'nthusiasm, dependability, ini .. tia ti ve 7. 6 

18. Other (;.;rite j_n) 
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Consider now your experience 
Managers you have 1-vorked for 
you have direct knowledge). 
of the extent to which these 
ties listed. 

1d th and knowledge of supervisors and 
or worked w-:1. th at NSC (those of t-rhich 
You are asked to indicate your opinion 
managers in general possess the abili-

10 = extensive knmrledge and ability 

5 = average proficiency 

1 = relatively little ability or knowledge 

1. Above-average technical knowledge 7.0 

2. KnOivledge of I:·';SC organization and ability to work with 
other parts of the organization 7.2 

3. Good 1<>Tritten corr.munications 6.9 

lj,. Ability to give good oral presentations 7.0 

5. Ability to read rapidly 1•Ji th good comprehension 

6. J1bility to conduct meetings and conferences 6.7 

7. Ability to make correct and timely decisions 6.5 

~~. 1'bility to plart anc1 establish goals for organizational 
unit 5.8 

9. 1ibility to establish effective organizational structure 
for subordinates 5.6 

10. Ability to plan and schedule vrork load 5.9 

11. .J\bili ty to motivate subordinates toward goals 5.11-

12. Ability to understand and deal 1dth both individual 
and interpersonal problems of subordinates 5.4 

13. Ability to coordinate and control subordinates' work 5.9 

1h. 1\bili ty to aid subordinates 1 self-development 5.1+ 

15. Ability to be effective in talking to and Norking with 
higher management 7.2 

16. Ability to be effective in talking to and workinp: with 
outside contractors 7.2 
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17. Favorable personal traits: self-confidence, motivation 
to achieve, enthusiasm, dependability, initiative 7.2 

18. Other (write in) 
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V. 'I'his section contains questions relating to your attitudes toward 
wAnagement work and your career plans with respect to management. 

1. 1tlhat ws your attitude tm~--ard a management career when you first 
came to JVISC? (Select the response that best represents what 
your feelings ''ere. ) 

( 2(};6) (38) 1. I -v1as primarily interested in an engineering career, 
and hadn't really given management much thought. 

(3-6-4-18-7) 

(37'%)(71) 2. I had some desire to eventually end up in a manage-
ment job. (10-15-14-22-10) 

(12%)(23) 3. I >'~-as pretty sure that I wanted to stay in engi
neering and did not 1o1ant to get into a supervisory 
position unless I had to in order to continue to 
advance myself. (0-1-10-10-2) 

(26'%)(lJ..9) l}. !Cy primary goal was to get into management; the 
shorter time I Has to spend in pure engineering 
Hork, the better. (11-13-10-8-7) 

( 5%) (1 0) 5. Other ( >-Ti te in) 

2. vJhat is your present attitude toward supervisory t-Tork and a man
agement career? (Briefly summarize your present career plans and 
feelings toward management work.) 

3. If your attitude toward a management career has changed signi
ficantly since you came to IlSC, at what point in time and why 
did this change occur? 

4. If you were given a choice between a job consisting primarily of 
non-supervisory engineering responsibilities and another .job that 
involved supervising engineers, which job (in general) ;;..rould you 
prefer? 

( 20;~) (38) The engineering job 

( 80~)(153) The technical management job 

(0-2-9-14-12) 

(24-37-31-3.5-26) 
C% = 100-95-78-72-68) 

5. You have indicated above a preference for either non-supervisory 
engineering or management of technical people. In the list be
lm-J, you are asked to check all factors that are significant 
reasons for your preference. 
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(153) (38) 
Tech Iv1 EnRr. 

f35rf; 1CJ% ( ) 1. Salary and promotion opportunities 

75% f34% ( ) 2. Ey o•rm personality and capabilities 

29% 68% ( ) 3. Ey educational backgrormd 

6ef/o 15% ( ) 4. The additional responsibilities of manage-

( ) 5. 

ment. 

The exactness and technical details of engi
neering work. 

Ll-9% 37% ( ) 6. Opportunities for growth and recognition idth-
in my profession 

25% 2L~% ( ) 7. The people I would be working with 

Bo% 13% ( ) 8. Being able to take part in planning and major 
decisions 

1~ 45% ( ) 9. The status of rr;y technical skills and knowledge 

57% 2&/a ( )1 o. The general nature of management vmrk 

5C$ ( )11. The general nature of engineering work 

3% 76% ( )12. The creative aspects of engineering Hork 

10% 8~1; ( ) 13. Other (specify) 

6. 1-lhich of the above factors r,:ras (or t-rould be) the most important 
consideration? -----------------

(153) (3l,i-) 
f.1e;mt En o-r 

1. 26% 5i o-;o 
,..., 

2Cf/; 3lJ-% c... 
'l 1% O-% j· 

l+·. 12gb CY{o 
(' 1~ 0% :;. 
6. 12'% 10% 
?. 1% 3t f 
p 25;~ 3% v, 

9. 1% 5% 
10. 11% 5'i i 

11. o;t 5% 
12. 1% zoc;t /, 

13. 6~ 5% 
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7. If you l·<ere gtven the same choice between a non-supervisory engi
neering job and another job supervisin~ or managing technical 
-vmrk, and if salary promotion opportunities, and working condi
tions were egual for both, which -v.rould you choose 7 

(3z% )( 61) The engineering job (0-7-18-20-16) 

( 6E?I;i) ( 130) The technical management job ( 2l~-32-22-29-22) 
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VI. Questions in this section are designed for you to express your 
attitudes about rnanap;ement training in general and your feelings 
about present programs. 

1. I fc:H~l that !'~anagement ability is ••••••• a matter of inherent 
personality traits that training can do relatively little to 
improve. (choose one) 

( Lv%) ( 8) mostly (1-2-0-J-2) 

(26-;L)( 50) to a lart;e extent (10-8-13-9-10) 

(55%)( 103) partiallv 
... t,,J 

( 9-20-20-J0-2L~) 

( 1.5% )( 28) very little ( L!--9-6-7 -2) 

2. I feel improvement in management ability is ••••.••• the result 
of experience in handling actua.l management problems. 
(chooSE" one) 

( 27) mostly ( 4-6-6-"t--7) 

(110) to a large extent ( 12-18-2L~-J3-2J) 

( 52) partially ( 8-15-10-11-8) 

( 2) very li ttlo (0-0-1-1-0) 

3. In improving manar,ement ability, I feel that management educa
tion and traininK·········(check the response that best repre
sents your opinion) 

(77) is necessary and can be of great value (9-18-15-20-15) 

(79) 

(25) 

can do much to improve deficiencies 

can bo of some value 

(9-13-17-21-19) 

( 6) is of little value compared to inherent abilities 
and actual experience (3-0-2-1-0) 

( 1-J-) other ( speci.fy) 

lL On the basis of your present career plans and expectations, and 
assuming that you •·rould like to devote some time to continuing 
your education, indicate approximately the percentaq;e of this 
time you would like to spend on management training, assuming 
that the remainder would be devoted to furthering your technical 
education. 

100 90 80 70 60 
52.LJ. Average 

so l~o 30 20 10 
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5. (a) Belm.: is a. list of management training and related courses 
that are offered at HSC. In colurnn (A), you are to check 
the courses you have taken. You are also asked to use the 
blank spaces for any other management traininp; or related 
courses you have taken since coming to HSC. 

(b) ?or each course you have taken, indicate in column (B) 
whether the course 1vas taken--

1 - at your o~~ initiative 
2- at your supervisor's suggestion 
3 - a combination of these two 

(c) For each course you have taken, indicate in column (C) 
tvhether the course ,,ra.s taken--

1 - to fulfill a definite need on the job you had 
a.t the time 

2 - to develop abilities primarily for future use 

(d) For each course you have taken, indicate in column (D) 

(;'\) 

your evaluation of the course, using the followin?: symbols--
/-(. - Effective in accomplishing purpose; met l,Tith my 

expectations 
3 - I felt that I derived some benc:;fit from taking the 

course, but the results -vmre below my expectations 
2 - The course was interestinr,, but didn't contain 

much material that I t·:rill be able to apply to my 
job 

1 - I don 1 t see hm.; 1-rha.t I learned can be of very much 
use to me. 

Basic l<ana.P:ement Techniques I 
Basis r·:anagement Techniques II 
Communicating and Counseling 
Lanager1ent and Group Performance 
IIanagement Seminar for Executives 
l\ianagement Seminar for Supervisory 

Scientists and Engineers 
Eiddle Jvianagement Institute 
Problem Analysis and Decision-Making 

Seminar for Executives 
Supervision and Group Performance 
Clear Writing I 
Clear -'ritine; II 
Conference Leadership 
V.aking Effective Oral Presentations 
Reading Improvement 
\rri tten Communications for Executives 

(B) (C) (D) 

Indicating ruwo taken courses: 

99 o.f 191 = 52:',l have taken courses 
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6. Please use the space below to list any suggestions you have 
-v.ri.th respect to managem~nt education or training and develop
ment programs used or to be used for engineers and scientists 
at HSC. 



VII. 3elm..r is a list of subjects. On the basis of your present career 
plans and expectations, indicate the subjects in ~mich you feel 
that you have a need for further traininp;. You may choose as many 
subjects as you Vcd.sh, but you are asked to restrict the number of 
responses to courses ,,Jb.ich you feel could be of value to you in 
your \-rork and in 1,;rhich you have a defini tf~ need for further train
ing. 

Percentage Rank 
h9% - 1 ( 2) Public Speaking (making effective oral presentations)(93) 
36% - 2 ( 7) \vritten Communication (68) 
39% - 3 ( 4) Reading Improvement (75) 

34% -
27% -
3Lr.% -
26·% -

31'% -
_51.1·% -
lt1% -

Jo% -

L,. ( ) Federal Personnel l1drninistration (22) 
5 ( 8) Individual and Group i/Jotivation (65) 
6 (12) Hurr...an Relations (52) 
7 ( 9) Principles of Organization (64) 
8 (13) Eu.rn..an Behavior in Organizations (50) 
9 ( ) Psychology (37) 

10 ( ) Sociolog7 (10) 
11 ( ) Bud~et Preparation and Analysis (31) 
12 ( ) Operations Research Techniques (36) 
13 ( ) Economics (general theory and principles) (19) 
11-J. ( ) Sngineerimr, Economy (economic evaluation of engineered 

15 (10) 
16 ( 1) 
17 ( 3) 
18 ( ) 
19 (11) 
20 ( ) 

systems) (42) 
Creative Thinking (60) 
Problem Solving and Deci sion..:l•:aking ( 103) 
Planning and Goal Setting (79) 
Data Processing (27) 
Computer Applications (57) 
Communication: techniques in counseling, interviel..ring, 

and recruiting (36) 
36% - 21 ( 6) Principles of Leadership (69) 
39% - 22 ( 5) Elements of Supervision (?l.:..) 

23 ( ) Orientation in Goverrunent Operations (15) 
36% - 2l.t ( 7) :Eanagement of Research and Development (68) 

25 ( ) Orientation in Nl1S.A and }e:8C Goals, Functions, 
Organizations (40) 

26 ( ) LaH Practices (Patents, Contracts) (23) 
27 ( ) Political Science (7) 
28 ( ) BistorJ (3) 
29 ( ) Office Eanap;err.ent ( 17) 
30 ( ) Cost Accounting ( 9) 
31 ( ) Financial 1'~anagement (21) 
32 ( ) Probability and Statistics (39) 
33 ( ) SngUsh Composition (grammar, punctuation, spelling) (15) 

26% - )lj, ( 11+) Conference Leadership ( 49) 
3.5 ( ) specific engineering specialties (write in) (49) 

36 ( ) basic sciences (write in) ( l¥5) 

37 ( ) engineering methods ( v.rrite in) [13) 

38 ( ) miscellaneous skills ( vrri te in) ( 8) 
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1\PPENDIX 3 

Tf,.3LE I 

P:~RCEIVED Tirr'OR'I'1\NCE 

11 rea of Ability 
or Knowledcre 

2nd & Jrd 1st Level GS- GS- GS
Level 11srs Su:eerviso:rE. 13s 11&12s ~ 

1. Technical Knowledge 

2. !·:SC Orp;aniza tional Knm·rledp;e 

3. :,,Jritten Communication 

1!-. Oral Presentations 

5. Reading 

6. Conductinf Veetinp;s 

7. Decision-}IakinfS 

8. :;;stablishing Goals 

9. Establishing Organization Structure 

10. Schedulinp: ·-rork 

11. Eotivating Subordinates 

12. understanding Personal and Inter
personal problems of subordinates 

13. Coordinating and Controlling 

1h. Developing Subordinates 

15. T·!orkinp; •.Ji th Superiors 

16. ':Jerking 1,'1. th Contractors 

1.7. Personal Traits 

7.2 

8.2 

7.8 

8.0 

9.0 

8.7 

8.0 

8.3 

9.0 

8.0 

7.3 

9.3 

9.0 

6.6 

7.6 

7.6 

7.3 

7.) 

9. 1.~.-

·~ I: {_,.. -y 

7-9 

8.3 

B.6 

7.8 

7.6 

7.3 

8.7 

7.7 

e.? 

7.2 6.9 7.8 

8.0 8.0 8)+ 

7.8 7.8 8.2 

7.7 7.6 7.7 

/.. 0 u.c. 

7 t:; ._, 

9.0 

8.h 

6.7 

7.9 

8.6 

7.8 

9.3 

f3.7 

?.? 8.3 8.1 

7.5 8.1 8.2 

7.7 8.h B.h 

6.8 7.5 7.9 

7.3 7.9 7.9 

6.2 7.2 7.3 

0 q c_ ... \.) 8.6 8.7 

7.6 7.6 8.3 

[). 5 8. 6 9 )-I-



i1PPENDIX B 

AVERAGE SELF-EVALUATION 

Q/ uo 

A rea of Ability 
or Knowledge 

2nd & 3rd 1st Level GS- GS- GS
Level r:grs §upervisors 13s 11&12s 7&9s 

1. Technical Knowledge 7.4 

2. l''SC Organizational Kno-v:rledge 7.7 

3. ~ritten Communication e.o 

L!·. Oral Presentations 

5. Reading 7.7 

6. Conducting r~ectings 8.2 

7. Decision-Laking 

8. Establishing Goals 8.1 

9. Establishing Organizational Structure 7.6 

10. Scheduling l'lork 8.1 

11. l'otivating Subordinates 8. 6 

12. Understanding Personal and Inter- 7.6 
personal Problems of Subordinates 

13. Coordinating and Controllinp; 7. f3 

111 .• Developing Subordinates 7.6 

15. l,Jorking: ~\ri th Superiors 7. 7 

16. ~dorkinrc: Hith Contractors 8.5 

17. Personal Traits 8.1 

7.1 

7.1 

7 .. 3 

6.2 

5.9 

6.5 

7.1 

7.2 

7.2 

7.0 

7.0 

7.2 

6.9 

6.9 

7.2 

7.5 

7.4 6.9 6.8 

6.6 6.5 6.0 

7)} 6.9 7.3 

6)} 6.1 6.8 

6.3 6.2 6.3 

6.3 5.7 6.3 

7)J- 6.9 6.8 

6.8 6.1.!- 6.5 

6.9 6.0 6.5 

7.2 6.4- 6.7 

6.7 6.3 6.7 

7.0 6.1 7.0 

6.8 6.6 6.7 

6.3 6.J 6.7 

6.8 6.5 6.9 

7.4· 7.0 7.0 

7.5 7.4 7.6 
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;'\PPE!'lDIX B 

11\BLE III 

A V'.i!:RJICrE EVil LUll TION OF SUPERIORS 

llrea of J\bility 
or Know·ledge 

2nd & Jrd 1st Level GS- GS- u;:)
Level l':grs Supervisors 13s 11&12s 7&9s 

1. Technical Kno;.rledge 

2. ~-lSC Organizational Knm.rledge 

3. 'dri tten Communication 

L~. Oral Presentations 

5. Reading 

6. Conductinr; i"~eetings 

7. Decision-I,~aking 

8. Sstablishing Goals 

9. Establishing Organization Structure 

10. Scheduling v·lork 

11. Eotivatinp, Subordinates 

12. Understanding Personal and Inter
personal Problems of Subordinates 

13. Coordinating and Controlling 

14. Developing Subordinates 

15 . ~-larkin<? with Superiors 

16. liiorkinr: >-lith Contractors 

17. Personal 'Traits 

7.7 

7.h 

7.2 

7.5 

6.9 

5.7 

.5.8 

6.0 

6.h 

5.6 

J.O 

7.6 

7.B 

6.9 

6.9 

/ 0 o.u 

7.1 

6.6 

5.8 

5.3 

5.5 

h.S 

5.2 

5.7 

5.3 

6.5 

7.0 

7.9 

6.5 6.5 8.0 

6.4 7.1 8.1J 

6.2 6.6 8.0 

6.7 6.5 7.8 

6.2 6.3 7.6 

.5.6 6.4 8.1 

4.9 5.9 7.1 

L1 •• 7 ).7 7.0 

5.7 5.8 6.7 

1-t-.9 s.s 7.2 

Ll-.7 5.3 6.3 

6.9 6.9 8.3 

6.8 6.9 8.1 

6.9 6.6 8.5 



/1PPE!\DIX B 

TABLE IV 

PEP.CENTN:;;~ OF SUB'JROllPS SEIECTING SUBJECTS 

Course 

1. Public Speakinr; 

2. ·,.vri ttcn Com .. "llunication 

3. Reading Improvcraent 

h. Federal Personnel Administration 

5. Individual and Group 1 oti va tion 

6. II1.tfl'1.an Helations 

7. Principles of Organization 

8. Human Behavior in Orp;anizations 

9. Psychology 

10. Sociology 

11. Budget Preparation and nnalysis 

12. Operations Research Techniques 

13. Economics 

1L~. r•:ngineering Sconomy 

15. Creative Thinking 

1" _o. Problem Solving and Decision-I\:akinr; 

17. Planning and Goal Setting 

18. Data Processinfr. 

GS-
15&16 

26 

11 

18 

18 

37 

18 

33 

30 

7 

7 

15 

26 

1.5 

22 

15 

37 

18 

0 

GS-
14 

53 

33 

1;-J 

10 

50 

37 

30 

17 

3 

17 

30 

6 

23 

37 

57 

7 

GS- GS-
11. 11&12 

52 L~9 

25 32. 

L~O 36 

15 9 

29 30 

21 28 

31 38 

27 25 

27 9 

L~ 2 

21 21 

27 9 

6 

19 

29 

69 

33 

12 

13 

23 

51 

55 

17 

GS-
7&.2 

55 

60 

53 

8 

32 

32 

29 

32 

11 

13 

13 

13 

24 

37 

50 

26 
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i1PPEfDIX '!) 
,,; 

Tl\l3LE IV (continued) 

G,S- GS- GS- GS- Ci-S-
Course 1z&16 1lJ- 13 11&12 ~ 

19. Computer l1pplications 26 20 29 34 3Li-

20. Techniques in Counseline, Inter- 7 27 21 15 24 
viec.Qng, Recruiting 

21. Principles of Leadership 11 L~3 l.j.}..j.. L~O 3lJ-

22. Elements of Supervision 7 43 42 47 42 

23. Orientation in Govern..>nent Operations l:- 7 (', 6 13 

2h. I'anagement of Research and Development 52 67 33 32 10 

2_5. Orientation in l'J.ASli and hSC Goals, 26 17 23 23 16 
Functions, Organization 

26. Law Practices (Patents, Contracts) 15 7 10 21 3 

27. Political Science 7 0 LJ. Li- 3 

28. History L1. 0 L,c 0 0 

29. Office !'~anagement c 10 12 11 5 

30. Cost !1 ccOlmting 0 ? 6 4 5 

31. Financial J<anagement 18 13 1lJ- Q c: v J 

'3') - .._. Probability and Statistics 22 13 19 25 21 

3:3. English Composition 0 3 6 11 13 

31-J-. Conference Leadership 15 h3 29 23 18 

3.5. F~nfin e e ring Specialties ( vlri te in) 18 30 19 25 3? 

36. Basic Sciences (,.;;rite in) 15 20 12 21 42 

3?. Sngineerinp; l'cthods (Hrite in) 1B 3 2 2 13 

3·~·. :r.-iscellaneous Skills (hrrite in) 0 3 2 9 
,., 
_) 
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